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DAILY REGISTER.
01.1

VOLUME XXIV.

NO. 30.

UP AGAINST
FILE MANGUM SUIT
SELLS BENTON COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES
RATE LAW
TONIGHT AT THE KENTUCKY
CO'S STOCK
TODAY AGAINST TRUSTEES
NG,

TODAY THIS EVENING THE GRADUATES OF THE HIGH SCHOOL
WILL
APPRAISERS
VALUE GOODS CARRIED
HOLD EXERCISES THAT CLOSE THEIR SCHOOL LIFE,
IN STOCK.
WHILE LASfl' EVENING THE CLASS DAY CEREMONIES
WERE CONDUCTED—MRS JOHN DORIAN'S SCHOOL WILL
CLOSE WITH ENTERTAINMENT THE COMING FRIDAY
AFTERNOON.

COMPANY'S
11C)CANTILEMONEY
DISTRIBUTED
JAI

.•

lights,
Contractor George Katterjohn yes- after that hour many of the contracThe Kentucky theatre will be rations and myrids of electric
program
the
in
part
taking
those
and
attonight,
hundreds
Scarcely a day passes that the rail- terday instructed the attorneys, Law- tors and sub-contractors on meetcrowded with
The roads of the country do not have to
ceremon- acquitted themselves finely.
ing each other compare the figures
JOHN ENDERS' WILL LEAVES tending. the commencement
ani- refer some question of the interpneta yers, Crice Sr Ross, to. institute in- they offered in
of
nature
the
in
were
features
of
graduates
the
their
ies conducted by
ALL TO SISTER. NANNIE
proceeding
magazine pro- tion of the new rate law to the inter- jutaction
against the order to see w.ho is sealed bide int
the Paducah high school, and for mated presentation' of
the lowest ana
E. COCHRAN.
attracquite
an
„state commerce commission for an sohool board of this city, and the will get the work, as they realize
the occasion a charming program has ductions and proved
and directed bpinioti. Within the past few days attorneys are now drawing tsp the when sealed
been outlined for entertainment of th tive neeelty, arranged
proposals are put in
former the
and scholars. The advance by Miss Anna Bird Stewart,
Illinois Central has had to have petition that will be filed today be- and. none are to be received after t
audience
Soliciof the Paducah
Hon. Hal. S. Corbett and City
title' work of stringing the wires, for fore Judge Reed of the circuit court, certain hour that there is no chance
sale of tickets has been something English teacher
Cin- their
tor Campbell Leave Tomorunusual and indications are the at- schools who is now residing in
telephone system smith of and for a temporary restraining ordon for any of them to change 'heir provisit.
a
on
here
but
row for Louisville.
cinnati,
for
that
than
larger
Memphis suspended, pending a de- askier for to prevent the trustees from positions,. therefore they can 'with
tendance will be
cision as to whether or not the road awarding the contract, this temporary safety compare figures arnen.g 'themmany years.
Mrs. Doriates School.
may issue parses to the men engaged order to be effective until the judge selves. Where one receives bids after
Colonel George Baits, the noted
The private schcol of Mrs. John.J. 'in doing the work, says the Commer- can bear he evidence and decide the hour of closing, any unscrupuReferee E. W Bagrby returned yes- tempeance lecturer who will be the
session the tial
Appeal. Gantracts were made whether to permanently enjoin the lous contractor could circulate among
terday afternoon from Benton where speaker of the evening, will arrive Dorian will close its
at her borne some time ago between the
aftenoon,
Friday
coming
proheard
the
be
in
and
oday from Lexingon,
he heard some evidence
Illino's educational body from awarding 'the the other bidders after the hour the
the final Central
and the Cumberland Tele- world to bidders hav;ng in their pro- bids are supposed to be closed, learn
ceedings where the Benton Mercan- by many. The program for tonight is: on South Fourth street,
features being in the nature of an phone and Telegraph company for posals after noon Tuesday, the hour what the others bid, fix up a propoMusic—Deal's Orchestra.
tile company has been forced into
entertainment given that afternoon the construction of a new telephone set for closing of the bids. The sition under theirs and hand ia in.
Moore.
While
Invocation—The Rev. S. B.
bankruptcy by the creditors.
by The Alpha society, that has ()W- line along the lines of the Yazoo & attorneys do not think there is any
,Winds"—Class
appraisers
selected
Soft
Song—"Blow
referee
At noon Tuesdny Mr. Katterjohn
there the
hined the following progratos......_
doubt but that the school board vio- left his bid with President List and
mainwho will today go over the
Mississippi
Valley
of 'oy.
berailroad,
Instrumental solo, "Hearts'and tween Memphis and the southern lated. its legal obligation to close the informed him that none others could
Salutator/—"Facing the Future"
motb stock of the mercantile comMarcelline Budde. - terminus of the
Flowers"—Miss
rewill
They
Bell Nichols.
line, at New 'Or- bids at the noon hour Tuesday, and be received after that time as it was
pany anl value same
Dorian.
Recitation—Charles
that they will have no trouble what- the closing hour, but desppite this
Character
of
Address—"Traits
leans.
port the worth of the goods to the
Taylor.
Annie
Reading—Miss
.
W.
order
G.
Masses"—Colonel
an
issue
The contract provled for the trans ever in enjoining the board perma- fact five other propositions were
Among the
referre who will then
Reading—Miss Edith Troutman.
of the linemen and other nently from recognizing any bidders handed in, and two of the belated
portation
directing that !Wortley • Cecil Reed. Bain
Otella and
Misses
—
duet
Piano
sell
concerns
June.:'
bankrupt
got the worta if not
Song—"Merry
worlomen
engaged in putting up the except those having their propo- bidders
trustee for the
EmMa Richter.
sitions in at the required time, as thwarted by Katterjohn's injunction
wires,
in
certain
of
the goods to the highest and best —Miss Annabel Acker.
consideration
Reading—Miss Averye Gourieux. services to be performed by the conv- noted in the advertisement that ccalt- proceedings.
Presentation of diplomas—A. List,
bidder so the properties can be conRecitation—Solon Thompson.
board.
distribittion
President List yesterday, on bepainy. The question has arisen as to ed for tbe propositions from the conpesident of the school
verted into fnoney for
Instrumental sitcdion, "Faust"— the right of the railroad- company to tracting firms.
coming acquainted with Contractdr
Benediction — The Rev. J. R.
'between the creditors.
The concensus of opinion among ,Ktterjohn's intention, state that the
Miss Genevieve Katterjohn.
issue free transportation to these emThe company is the second largest Henry
Reading—Miss Hatt'e Lucas.
ployes, who cannot be classed as the legal fraternity yesterday was contracts had TIO4 yet been awarded
The exercises this evening close
in Benton aril carriel a arge stoat.
"Caliph
selection,
Instumental
regular/of 'tube railroad company, and that Mr. Katterjohn was tntitled to It is understood that some of the
Mr. Strow being preedent of the the round of entertainments for the
Jones.
Myrtle
Bagdad"—Miss
Des
rethe
meanwhile the work has been stop- the contracts as his was the lowest trustees favor reconsidering their
company He is also at the head of graduates, with exception of
"Resolved, That Printing ped.
Debate,
bidr in by the specified' closing time, Tuesday night's action of recognizby
tomorrow.
tendered
be
Store.
ception
to
The Model
Invention"—Rose
and that the board had no authority ing bids coming in after noon TiresThe
•
the Paducah High School Alumni as- is the Greatest
Enders' Will Probated.
a
Illinois
has
telephone
Central
Linn, Viola Miller, system
in operation between Chica- to violate its agreement to close at day.
The wit of the ate John W. En- sociation, complimentary to those Langston, tsfary
Dorian, ConMary
Lightfoot.
Fatwin
be
will
It
class.
the
in
The contracts to be enetered into
of the graduating
go and Fulton. Ky.. something over noon and receive bids after the menders was probated yesterday
affirmative. Lena Flint, aoo miles in
tioned hour.
with
Lockwood and Weikel are bebelength,
also
line
a
county court and provides that Si quite a charming affair of an ineita- roy Dorian,
Alvin Fetter, Dorothy Miller. Fowler tween Fulton and Memphis, and anOne contractor yesterday said that ing dra9i up now by the building
go to hi. sister. Edmonia Ender* tional nature.
Post. Helen Powell. Vera Province, other between Memphis and New every contractor bidding on the new committee and will be presented to
Loror. $1 to his brother. Henry Ennegative.
eshis
Exercises.
of
re/A./tinder
Orleans via the Illinois Central lines, building was a reliable and honest' the called meeting of the trustees
Day
the
\CIssa
ders, and
man and he did not think anythone tonight at the Washington building.
Piano Duet, "In Festal Array"— over WO miles of wire in all A .,or- man,
The auditorium of the Washington
tate to his other sister. Nannie E.
Linn and Carrie War- 1O
would resort to anything Contractor Katterjohn says his in,of the line has been reatrung re- fo
Cochran. who is - eected executrix building was crowded last night fith Misses Mary
dishonest. but that when bids are junction suit will be in•try then and
was
wise
Ally
than
with
heavier
without bond. The wilt was written several people drawn out by the ran. •
Reading of June tbillilbtr "Minerva' formerly used, for the insprotement called for Front contractors and an the trustees prevented from ratifying
Januaio to, taw. and signature of "Class Day" exercises of the gradone
Apollo"
was
entertainment
NC
the
and
James
uates,
of the service. Part of the wire on hour set for all bids to be in that the contracts.
.deceased witnessed by
Chorus. "Star Spangled Banner"-- the Y. dr M. V lines has also been
teeming with strikingly attractive
Latur and Waddie C Lang
•
features at every point to the great School.
License.
nts— pl*ed, leaving a gap on that line of
visitors—Refreshme
by
lflalk
auditorThe
aut too miles that must still be
B. F Green and May Morris, delight of all present.
hour.
Lucious. Cunningham and Pearl ium was ablaze with beautiful deco- Social
strung with heavy wire to complete
Wahl were licensed to merry.
the service over the entire system.
The mate liquor license of Rainey
If the derision of the interstate
tion with the president
and Jenkins was transferred to
The proceedings to compel Mr commerce cortwnillsion is adverse to
Georg Tandy
Harriman to answer the questions, the carrying out of the present conDivorces Granted.
referred to will be brought in the tract, new contracts tor the remainJudge Reed has entered up orders
courts of the Southern district of ing wires wilt he made on some other
as of last Saturday granting Belle
Mew York. Whether the prosecution basis.
OPENING ADDRESS MADE BY MR. THOM COMES BACK NEXT
The telephone system is not used
Trail a divorce from George Trail,
or the defense should win the deASSISTANT DISTRICT
MONTH TO FIGURE WITH
Maggie Siegfried a divorce from Lecision. the case is expected to be to replace the telegraph in the handOFFICIALS.
ATTORNIEY•
a
Bolin
ander Siegfried, ant James
appealed to higher courts and ultt- ling of train orders, or the ustial
divorce from Delia Bolin.
Mately to the stipreme court of the business of the road, but as an auxHe has dismissed the back tax EFFORT WILL BE MADE TO United States. According to opin- iliary, and is intentieo especially for
Proseccutiori Announces That Abe The Architects' Plans Will be FinFORCE HIM TO
Mins filed by the City of Paducah
ions already egpressed by members the -use of the of.siala of the comished in Time for Fiscal Court
Ruef Will be One of Their
For
Charloette
Everitt.
TALK.
against E. E.
of the Interstate Commerce commis- pany in conerninicating quickly with
to Take Matter up at
Witnesses.
other
at
each
atore
points.
shee anti. Charles Coleman.
even
distant
or
year
sion, it may be a
July Term.
suit
filed
nvotormen,
deached
.
'R J Sherd,
before final decision can be
San
the
Francisoc,
5.----When
June
answers
against his wife, Har;ette Sherill, for
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? Seinnatz trial began this morning in
Interstate Commerce Corrunission to ots these efforts to compel
divorce. They were marriel here
to the .questions to which Mr. HarriProceedCriminal
Institute
Judge Denne's court Assistant DigtoMr. Thom, the representative of a
November t3. toot. and lived
man declined -to respond. For these
ings in Few Days.
? ? ?
tricet
Attorney
Heney
his
made
jail
building concern, returned to
ether until last October.
several
annonriced
reasons it was
opening statement and the prosecu- his home yesterday in Covington,
Leave for Louisville.
weeks ago that the result of these
Army Worms So Thick That ? tion began the presentation of testi- Ky., but will be back here the first
lion Hal S. Corbett. accompanproceedings before taking action on
They Stops Trains?
mony against Schmitz on the charge week of next month to submit fig5—The
June
question
Washington.
CampJames
ied by City Solicitor
the general subject of the investigaof having extorted $t,175 from L. ures to Yudge Lightfoot and the fisbell, Jr.. leaves tomorrow night for as to whether the government will tion of the 'Harriman line
Hickman. Ky., June 5.—The ? Malfanti, of Delmonico's. restau- cal court committee, showing them
Louisville 'ao tie present Saturday enter criminal prosecution against E.
army worms are so thick in ? rant
what it will cost, to construct a jail
before Judge Walter Evans to argue
CLOSELY GUARDED
the woods between Campbell, ?
H. Harriman for the violation Of the
The witnesses sommcned to appear as called for in the plans and specifithe demurrer the city has filed to 'the
Mo., and Nimmons, Ark., on ? this' nvorning are, Joseph Malfanti, cations now being gotten up for the
injunction the Fast Tennessee Tele- Sherman anti-trust law was considfor
St. Louis, Kennett & Smith ? A. B. Blanco, J. Loupe, E. J. Mar- authorities by the architect. Mr.
the
Witness
Chief
Orchard.
Harry
Is
phone company got out to prevent ered at a ccouterence between PresiEastern railway, as to stop the ? chand, IN: W. Adler, Thomas Reagan, Thom's factory is °Se of the largest
lihywood Trial.
in
State
K.
Franacdin
and
dent
Roosevelt
prosecutthe City of Paducah from*
trains from running. The rails ? J. F Poheim, John A. Drinkhouse, in the world and he turns out jail aping further the "ouster" litigation the Lane, interstate cormneree commisliterally covered from half ? H. W. Hutton and H. H. Young
are
purtenances of all kinds While here
municipality instituted in the local sioner, at the white house last night. Imirrise Idaho, June 5.—Guarded by
an inch thick with worms. ?
to
Orilarry
The prosecution has announced the past two days he had explained
men
gun
president
dozen
a
the
half
Mr. Lane was with
state circuit court.
and when the wheels mash ? that Abe Rnef will be one of their to him roughly the ideas of the aufor more than an hour and upon chard spent last ntglit in the jail.
them it puts the track in such ? witnesses.
to
taken
being
are
thorities regarding tie_ jail, and he
precautions
announced
Extra
house
white
leaving the
condition that it is impossible ?
BOY WYLL CARRY A TACK
thinks the new one can be completeIt
is
legal proceedings prevent harm to the State's chief
formerly
said
that before July
Byrnes,
that
for the engine to pull the cars., ?
„IN HIS LUNG FOR ,LIFE would be instituted, to compel Mr. witness, the assasin of Steunenberg.
stenographer for the police coinnis- ly installed within the figures heretoIt is worse than soaping the ?
himself
kill
to
planned
sion for years. will also appear as a fore mentioned. $04,o.
'Harriman to answer certain questions Orchard once
rails. The people in the bot- ?
Physician's Efforts to Extract It propounded to him by members of in the State penitentiary and his
County Jailer Jam .s Eaker bitterly.
call them caterpillars, ? witness. and that he has furnished opposes the new jail in the court
toms
Prove Unsuccessful.
not
will
he
that
sure
hearing
not
keepers are
much-desirthe
prosecution
the
with
the commission in the recent
and say they are destroying ?
house basement, and contends that
in New York when the Alton deal make away with 11mself before he
the timber by eating the leaves ? French ressaurant cases appeared. the present jail is good enough, and
Toledo. Ohio. bete 5.— Thirteen - was under invest;gation. Previous to gets through with the ordeal lie bethe
which
on
commissioners
police
and buds. It is frightful to ?
year-old Laois Miliitte. who lives 'on his conference with the tircaident, gun this afternoon.
suits hint. The other officials say
watch them destroy vegetation ? French . regtaurant cases appeared. the absolute necessity for a new
River road near Walbridge Park. will Commissioner Lane ' had conferred
The special detectives who have
out.
written
said
have
to
also
He
is
especially meadows and wheat ?
carry with him through life an up- with Frank B. Kellogg, special coim- been brought here from Colorado
or transcribed his n,ptes of the pro- jail hap existed for years and one
fields.
into
drew
in
he
is
which
tack
holsterer's
should be constructed, and bother
'
sel for the, government in the Harri- profess ^ fear that Orchard
ceedings of the commission, which
his lungs siour year* ago, as recent man investigation... Mr. Kellogg. it danger from some crank or zealot
that the new jail is not to be made
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? will be offered in evidencce.
efforts: to extract the hit of metal is understood, will have a confer'''ho might attentp his life.
suit the jailer, but the people at
to
,The trial of Schmitz gives indihave proved futile.
large.
time
some
cnre with the president
of furnishing many surprises'
ORB, WINS ENGLISH DERBY cations
Last week .Dr. Thornaa Hubbard this week and will later go to New JUDGE CARROLL IS
some sensations.
possibly
and
Croker's
5—Richard
London, June
toold the boy to New York, where he York to institute suits against HariFOG CAUSE
A CANDIDATE
The jury to try Schmitz was secur- HEAVY
won
the
jockey.
American
was examined lay Dr-Gtotav Killian man to compel him to, anss'arer The
OF THE TROUBLE
American jockey, jockey, won the ed yesterday. It hits been pieced'
tof Frieborg, Germany. . With et- questions repardino the Alton transHis
in
Opposition
Fliggy
J.
at
Ingot
William
in charge of
Derby Stakes of 6,5oo sovereigns
pecially devise Mans Mr exploring action. At this conference ill the Will Have No
Run Together on
Race For the Appellate
Epsom today. distance about one and ordered Indeed up Last night Freight Trains
the lungs Professor Kiltian examin- members of the conamission will be
Southern.
Cincinnati
Francis
at
the
slept
St.
jurors
the
Judgeship.
sile anl a half.
ed' bodi the lhog's Inns through ;the pretent
will be definitely decidmotion
Judge
upon
hotel.
Dunne.
Madden,
Winder,
by
ridlen
Wool
lack
the
found
but
bromehiat facie'
Chattanooga, Tenn.. June
ed what action the administratino is
was second, and of the prnsectittion. and over The
wan so imbedded in proud flesh' to taace in reggrd to the cinninal
Frankfort, Kyj. June. 5.—Judge the English jockey,
of a heavy fog yesterday two
cause
of
an
olijectfons
opiriegd
tissue that it could not be extracted prosecutions of Mir. Harriman.' While•John D. Carro
of Henry county, lieve Gallion, an Irish ,horse, rid- determined
double-hender freight train's colliddisqualified
formally
defense.'
jockey,
the
English
an
Higgs.
venial
without several operations
is con- who was appointed to succeed Judge atm by
hag been. set for this
no date h
Sheriff Thome, O'Neill and Coroner ed on rhe Cincinnati Southern railmight endanger the patient's lift. ference, it probably will be held on Cantrill, has announced his candida- was third.
road near Olympia Park., this city.
Orby was bred in Ireland out of William WhIsh as unfitted by perThe young patient returned home to- Thmsday or Saturday of this week. cy for the Democratio. nomination in
go... north bound train Mrs
Trainmen
Derftsnes
court
ohs
any
404:Leda=
thiln
sonal
bias
int A MCricau-clarn—ant
daly. The tack int his lungs is not
to
see the signal and, piir
failed
TVWien seen last night 'Commission- .the' Fifth Appelfte-olistriet to- m
giving him any trouble and is not er Cane declined to discuses what the race next November. It is nbt by has been won by an American 'tion% in connection with the trial, sed it. ran into an extra train. Both
as
Biggy
J.
William
an
amielinted
by
was
ridden
and
horse
owner, *hose
expected to bother him hereafter.
took place aj the conference. All probable he will have any opnosi- ttnerican jockey anl whose mount elisor V) have charge of the jury un- engines were had% damaged and a
'11 he
party.or
own
his
from
the
'that
train.
thon,'
was
admit
would
that he
Amer•can mare. Nine til a *verdict has been rendered or a string of cars derailed. The
Mr. Samuel Skinner left yester- matter was "referred to" while he was otkc,tion. Ile will not make an ac- Ono; out of an
jumping,
men
by
escaped
•disalreement reactied..c.
horses started.
flay for a drumming trip to Tonnes- discussing the general railroad sitata- tive canvass of his district.'
See.

THE SCHMITZ JAIL BUILDER
TRIAL IS ON WILL RETURN

MR. HARRIMAN
MUST ANSWER

V

CANNOT FULFILL TRANSPORLAWYERS CRICE & ROSS ARE NOW DRAWING UP THE PETATION OF LINEMEN
TITION TO BE INSTITUTED TODAY AGAINST THE BOARD
CONTRACT.
OF EDUCATION, AND THE ATTORNEYS DO NOT THINK
THEY WILL HAVE ANY TROUBLE WHATEVER IN PREVENTING THE NEW BUILDING CONTRACTS FROM BEING
Telephone Wires Along I. C. Being
LET.
Strung by Cumberland T. and
T. Co., Unler Special Contract.

1

1
5.

•

••'

•

bode salW imasepet

•

-

SOUTHERN MEN COT ANOTHER
CONTINUANCE
FIGURE STRONG
1

DANIEL OF VIRGINIA AND
CULBERSON OF TEXAS
MENTIONED.

Paramount Importance of Bryan
Forces Itself on All Democcratic Speculation.

A

TO-DAY BEGINS OUR
t

ANNUAL JUNE SALE

HOUSEBREAKING CHARGE
AGAINST FLATT GOES
OVER AGAIN.

Fines Assessed Against Some For
Fighting and Being Drunk;
Others Dismissed.

A oontinuance until tomorrow was
(Washington Coe Commercial-Ap- given William Flan in the police
.
Peal-)
court yesterday morning when there
Whether the talk of a Southern was celled the warrant charging him
man for.president next:time will be with breaking into the house of Mr.
a fad or the exploitation of a well Ross, on the island near Duck's
grounded sentiment ilispg cherished Nest, above here on the Tennessee
and long repressed.. or the sign of a river. He is charged with going into
concerted movement against Bryan- the place and stealing some corn.
ism destined to forestall the nominaLiziie Alvey and Thomas Woods
tion of the Nebraskan, or what not, were dismissed of the charge of enthe fact semains c.enispicuous that gaging in a general fight, while Ida
never before have .Sennetrn men of Scott and Nannie Gray were each
signal public service -figured so prom- fined the sum of eau and costs. All
inently.in ,pre-convention gossip. So are negroes. •
insistent. is the advocacy of the
A fine of $3o and costs was asSoutherteentin idea that William J. sessed against Harry Padgett, Sea,
Bryan isementioned as frequently as mon Parker and Harrison Eley, all
•
an alternative candelete-as he is dis- of Mechanicsburg, who are charged
cussed as the one man. to lead the with easing loud and profane lanDemocratic hosts. Theer is one pro- guage .upon the streets, and for in,
nounced and important difference, decent esposure.
however: "iThe Eryen.-sentiment enjoys the advantage ..of leafier crystalization mid the dill greater advantage of --somethisqg' like organization.
Congressman William Chapman
The "lame lion" elf t.ç Confeder.acy, Senasor John W. :Daniel, may Hawley, of the First district of Orenot have a lighting ,chance to land gon, has declared himself in oppothe nomination, but hispeputlarity in sition to a third term for President
Virginia especially is not to be re- Roosevelt.
Congressman
It appears that
garded as a negligible .qurality. Although he ionot enaauragicg the•use Campbell Slemp, the lone Republiof his name in connection with the can representative from Virginia,
next Democratic nomination for will probably have to make a fight
president, Senator Daniel is not so for the nomination before lie is
callous as )(hex indiffereat to the elected.
Winston Churchill, the novelist,
great compliment tkus bestowed
upon him. It is handly hair to at- who was a candidate for the Repubtempt to diseredit the talk of his lican nomination for governor of
neinination with the suggestion that New Hampshire last fall on a platThomas F. Roan of Now *York was form demanding the abolition of althe original -.propelliag tierce, for leged corporation control of New
there is no available proof to support Hampshire politics, has declined to
this accusation. Whether ;..Ryan fav- enter the race for governor at the
ors the nominmion of .Senator Dan- next biennial dlection.
LI is Announced that Governor
iel or not the lattees friends care
of Iowa, will be a candiCummins
other.
The
naught one way or the.
figure they see_in the political per- date for the United States senate to
succeed Senator William B. Allison,
spective is t hat of John .W.
subject to the indorsement of next
end not that of "Thomas F.sityan.
whose year's primary. Whether Senator
Another Southern man
name is frequently discussed for the Allisoa will also be a candidate is
presidential noniination ie Senator not &finitely known.
It is reported that a secret .but
Charles A. Cul/Demon of Texas. Unquestiosably his esame leads all the persistent campaign is undermining
the presrest, and with Bevan eliminated for Speaker Cannon's boom for
Governor
with
Chicago
in
idency
the equation the honor naight go to
the senior senator from Texas. In Deneen's allies among the Republi:
fact, all there reelig is of an organiz- can polliticians as its backers. The
ation for a Southern man is -behind discovery has caused a stir among
Culberson, who prebably is etronger Cannon's aupporters.
Jackson Tenbroeck Moore, the
with the hone and ,sinew of Eastern
chairman of the Republican
new
Rely
other
in
than
man
Democracy
nathe South. Culbesson is the ens- state committee of Kansas, in a
but has lived in KanbOdiMent vf the Cleveland epigram!: tive of Illinois.
"Safe and sane," and is anything butt sas for the past twenty years. His
TO CLOSE LIBRARY.
a "reactionary." as President Rooser father w as one of the pioneer newsrun
having
country,
the
of
men
paper
interoeuntry
to
the
Yeat has foseed
a newspaper in Pennsylvania as far Will Not Be Open Any More on
pret and appreciate -that word.
Sabbath, And to Close 6 P. M.
Should the Democratic tonvention back as tilte. Mr. Moore also being
During Chautauqua.
look eastwasd for a candidate, its a newspapeg man, being the editor
Now that the warm period is here
vision might, be focused upon Judge and proprietor of the Pittsburg HeadGeorge Gray of Delaware, Senator light. Though he has been an active and the populace prefes whiling
Rayner of Maryland or .Gov. Vr- politician for years his newspaper, it away its time Sunday at tne parks
tield of that state ,caoh of whom ,is said, twver discusse's politics in and other places seeking coolness,
the trustees of Carnegie library have
seems to be ideveloping a positive any manner whatsoever.
decided to close the institution at
strength. Senator Rayeer's friers&
Ninth and Broadwa4 on Sundays,
claim that with :state's eights as the
Club Women at Jamestown.
that
decision going into effect yescampaign slogan he wetted be the
,Norfolk, Va., Aloe 5.-There was
ideal 4/candidate 'ilacioking north- a large and representative attend- terday, and the building will not be
ward there is Judge Judson Harmon ance at the opening this morning of open the coming Sabbath Only a
-of Ohio, believed to be Editor Wat- th e council meeting of the Generil few persons come to the library, on
terson's enblanketid horse, and Gov. Federation of Women's clubs, the Sunday during the warm period, and
_Johnson of Minnesota, thsee times ph a cc of meeting being the conven- the patronage is not sufficient to jus'elected governor with all the rest of tiont hall of the Jamestown expotii- tify keeping the place open.
In cheer that the ebrarian and
the state 'officers ieepublican. Peer- ioni Mrs. Sarah S. Platt Decker,
ing into th• west there is Gov. Jos. president of the federation, occupied other attaches may have an oppor'W. Folk ef Missouri and ca-Guy. the their. Miss Gatewood of the tunity to attend the Chautauqua the
trustees will have the building closed
David Francis.
orfolk Vv'°mail s club, welcomed
These are the wore eminent tie visitors and the response was t .6 o'clock each evening during the
names now being diecussed .among by Ness. May Alden Ward, second twelve days of the Chautauqua.
.Democratie ;leaders in this section, vise-president of the general federabut the shadow ol rone of them tion. ,When these formalities had
Dollar Wheat Farmers' Plan.
reaches as fettles Willisan J. Breen.
beset evneluded the meeting took rop
Omaha,
Nei), June e---"Doller
have
Democratic eenators who:
the reviler programme oif papers In wheat" is the slogan of the scores
expressed themselves en regard to diseussi on. Education along the lines of
representative wheat growers who
the nomination of a Southern man of ilibra.ty extension, art, literatuee,
in convention here today
assembled
for president are Senators Oversnan, and forostry formed the principal to dismiss plans whereby the producTenof
Frazier
Carolina,
of North
topic -of • consideration. A number er and not the speculator may desiessee arid McCreary of Kentucky. of pn-..metlent club women kpartiei- rive the benefit from the increased
end all hold that the nomination pated is the discussions. The meet- price of the cereal. The *present
veiled go to Bryan. Each declared ing
1l cleme to an end tomorrotv. movement was started by the Amerhimself favorable to the Southern
ican Society of Equity and from all
loan idea, but each also .expressed
Beres C'ellege Commencement. ; appearances it is the most extensive
doubt as to the itrisability of the
and best organized campaign of its
said
Frazier
Siena
innovation.
Derea, Xy,, Jane 5.-The mist kind yet attempted. The convention
that Bryan was practically the only tunable commencement week in' the will be in.seseion several days and
man discussed in Tennessee tor the Irietory ol 'Berea college came to, a the plan of campaign will be disnomination, although he did net dowse toJav, ivith the exercises bf cussed in detail. Delegations are
think that any broad-mioded, con- graduation. The occasion was pig- on hand from Minnesota, Norte Daiicientious man found in the South nalited by the opening of the new kota, South Dakota, Nebraaka, -Kanwould lose votes because he happen- carnegie Ilibrary-the largest eel- sas, Oklahoma, Iowa nd other wheat
lege library in Kentucky-2nel the producing states.
ed to come from that section.
One-thing . is certain: Democrats new printing plant, erectee is memwere never more hopeful of electing ery of George Bruce, the man who
Kansas University.
the next resident than at present; standardized tee sizes or type now
Lawrence, as., June e.-This was
a conditimi of mind due to the grove- used thoughout the world. At the
log dissatisfaction in the Republican graduation exerScises the adeeess commencement day at the Universi•
party.
Was delivered by: Dr. Canfield of ty of Kansas and 247 young men and
women, comprising one of the largColombia riniversitoe
est
classes ever graduated from the
SEVERAL CREMATED.,,
University, received their diplomas
, ,Officer.
To Wed Arne)
from
the heeds
of - -Cha4cilcw
Street -Car-Rtuts -Into Train Loaded--Waahitntion--D- C.A. _IMP
Strong,- The Atturcisei• *44- hti 411
wedding of interest iri army circles the
With Molten
m
gynne slu,
new university
this svenins is that ot, Miss Helen which was filled with several lollsBirmingham June 5.-A2 street car de Clifford brooks, dautehtec df
and students, their' relatives and
ran into a train loaded with pots .and Mrs. John Henry e,rooks, fl friends. The address to the gradfull of molten metal at it :30 o'clock Lieutenant Arthur flare sae' Wasn't, uates was delivered by United states
-on--o4- time- -Sixth Ueited Site'
This Meriting' which eel t
never Flolliver--efe -lowle ; w
/Fre and entirely consumed it. Sev- Lieut. Wilson will take his bride to spoke on the subject of ''Ptsbli. Viresfesnis arc said to be burked to Fort Meade, S. D.. where hie regi- tue and Politics."
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.
se Meet is now stationed.
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lilt OfftRIN6S TO-DAY ARE
•

RU6S, SKIRCS,
LINICe CCIRCHIJIS,
SILK UND6RSKIRCS,
MUSLIN UNDeRRIGHR,

POLITICS AND POLITICIANS.

•

4

WATCH OUR MOWS
They will contain
during this Sale
some phenominal
Bargains.

"It shows good judg
ment as well as
good policy to visit
Ogilvie' first."
•

-arr

FORCED TO CRIME.
Youthful Slayer of Gen. Barillas
Tells of Assassination.
Mexico City. June 5.-Plorendo •
Morales, the man who killed Gen. I
Barigas, ex-president of Guatemalad
in one of the streets of this capital
on May 7, last, teld in the court today the motive for the crime. He
places the blame for his act on the
shoulders of his cousin, Bernardo
Mora, the man who is named as his
accomplice. etorales does not deny
that the murder of Barillas was of
a deliberate character, but insists
that he committed the crime in order
to' save his own life. He insists
that he was but the tool of his'
cousin from the moment he was en,
trusted with the secret of the plot,
he was hounded by Mora until barcs!
ed, through fear, to plunge the knife
into the body of the victim selected.
Upon being placed on the stand
the assassin stated that he was but,
eighteen years old. This statement,i
it is thought, if accepted 29 a fere
by theejurymen, may have the effect
of causing them to eecornrneiet
ciemency.

Painless Dentistry
MIRK TO STAY

LONG:ISTABLISHED

We employ graduate and licensed dentists, who are experts and
use all painless methods.
Our equipment, perfect system and large volume of business tusks
possible the performance of the highest class of dental work at the
following
Plates
Gold Crowns
Bridge Work
Crokl Filings
Platinum
Silver

'We Hill Dental Co.
OF PICK OVER CHERRY'S GROCERY,

.111

Office Hours: 8 a. m. to 8 p. m. Sunday's 9 a. m. to 4 p. rn.
end and Broadway
PhOne

•••••

Fairs in Kentucky During 1907.
Crab Orchard, July 10-12.
Stanford, July 17-tie
Henderson, July 23-27.
Lancaster, July 24-36.
Madisonville, July 30 August 3.
Danville, July 3t August
Cynthiana, July 31 August 3.
Herroesburg, August 6-9.
Georgetown, August 6-9
;Uniontown, August 6-9.
Lexington, August 12-17.
Burkersville, August 13-16.
F•erntlifeard,
13ro
August t4-113-1t.
eek,Adguil
Vancebnrg, Menet 14Pembroke, August s3-17.
Coral/tibia, August 20-23.
Lawrenceburg, August 20-23.
Earlington, August 21-24.
Barboorville, August 21-23
Ewins, Auguet 22-24
Elitabethtown, August 27-29.
Nicholasville, August 27-1119.
:30..
7
30
August 27-2
14„
Florence, August /8-31.
Germantown, August 28.31.
Springfield, August 28-31.
pers.
September-7.
Somerset,
--Herditeelserg. September- ,
Alexandria, September 34.
Wirilstcron, September
•

•

A
, ieeqlsiteire.Frieeien Apseciatioe.
September to-te.
Meitleerfe, Sfernber 10-13.
Syracuse, N. Y., June 5.-The HolGiaSitovi, SePtenther It-14.
stein -Friesian Association of AmerHartflerd, September TT-14
ica began its twenty-second annual
Guthrie. SeeteMber 12-e4
meeting•lteee today, with headquate
-Ken-Melt,' -Sege Fain Louisville, erre at the Yates - hotel. The asseSeptember 16-2t.
cietion has for i ts object the imSebreei September 18-21.
provement of the dairy cattle of AmFalmouth; September 25-28.
erica and includes in its memberMayfield, October t-5.
ship prominent breeders in a number
Mt. Olivet, Otteber 3-5.
.of states. The association now proStedwrit,--f+ttober t9-16.
poses fie
Them
quitters in some city in New Yor
ADVERTISE I/4 THE REGISTER state at a cost of eidetic°.
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PLANTER DROPS
WHILE TRYING TO KILL
Wells* is the invention of Des
WIFE; NURSE ATTACKED
Bernardo Torres Quevedo, a dhotis(wished Spanish engineer, who has
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bees experimenting stumeastally with
Time.
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own business affairs un il the last asesested directly wadi the telellandi
"Love."-The greatest thing in the poetance than all others it is that of
three months during, which time he wherewith time teemed • dial* dB world is love, and the greatest lave Mothers' 'Meetings," and sho was
aud advisor ef our chiefbad been constantly watched.
✓umba Mertz waves wens reedsed in the world is mother love. This the mother
This morning Mrs Iii-nton hand- by the Wahine; this eisatrels the serve it was that gave courage and deter,
The,great need in all walks of life
ed her husband a glass oi water upon meters. which sent estrrents either In mination to the little band of wovequest. when,' without warning the mitre] the rudder melee or the pro men who went out from the Hills- is si more intelligent and a more
In our
man threa the goblet a her head. WISer motor es as be govern bath the boro Presbyterian churefo at the be- consecrated motlaerhod.
The woman ran from the room in steering and the prepaistes it ths ginning of hut memotable crusade mothers' meetings we take counsel
olarm with Blanton behind her. A best. Taking up his pastillas et the
Why should. mothers belong to the wit., each Other and 'discuss the
trained nurse who was present treenail:flag station, Senor Quevede W. C. T. U? Because it is of the many .protticms that .confront us in
grappled with the infuriated man and began manipulating the transmitter, mother's making to serve the moth- tit.' training of our children, using
gide the magazine, "Ameriattempted to hold him.
whereupon the boat, containing nu- er', purpose, that 04 protecting her
Blanton easily succeeded in shak- merous press representatives, as If by child from the curse of the saloon.
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'aid: "Little Faith, worn and thin. revealed to us her estimate of mothwho
VETERAN POSTMASTERS. but ,hungry no longer, and sweet and erhood in a letter to a friend death
Sole
Nita M. C. Barber, Sister,
clean, slept peacefully on my pillow. had last been bereaved by the
Heir; No Will in Existence.
:wo Who Have Served Uncle liesa I could not close my eyes. God met of an only 'child, in which she said:
you
W. Y. Bradshaw, J. A. Bauer, Louia. Kolb, H.
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SUPERVISORS INSPECT
- PROPERTY IN COUNTY
LIGHTFOOT
COUPFrY ASSESSBOR TROUTM AN AND JoUDGE
IN
RESULT
WILL
THINQ
THEY
STRIQE UPON PLAN
MORE SATISFACTION BEING GIVEN, AND PROPERTY
AND JUST
EQUITABLE
aigt
Zglatr
GIMO7 PURPOSES.
TAXATI0
FORWr
OUNTY

.51

with every time they come to town,
but the city members are hardly
county lands, and neithe are the suever brought in contact with the
pervisors on each s'ele of the county
familiar with that over on the other
side.
Judge Ligtfoot yesterday said he
would decide right away who the
supervisors will be next year, so the
assessor can take them around over
the county.
In the past during the session of
the supervisors delegateea would
that
complain
and
in
come
that
and
this
in
land
the
of
out
assesstd
lis
district
proportion as compared with other
districts and ;t is believed this move
o npart of the county assessor and
judge will obviate much trouble in
the future.

•

•

Reading Standard
Bicycles and Rsilltor Cycles

LADIES WILL HAVE COMPLETE CHARGE AND SERVE NICE
- CA.PIAIN
PATTERSON
THINGS DURING CHAUTAUQUA-:.A
E. BAKSH'S
FROM
FAR—V.
FINDS HUNDREDS COMING
NATIVE
INDIA,
WILL BE
COUNTRY,
LECTURE ON HIS
GREAT.
ARE
S
TALKS
ED'
601.(ETI4NG FINE—SPE

,

'men Suit, White Skirt
had :t- twaisti in the House
this week, at,
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The Woman's club of the city is 'rendering a . valuable service to the
making arrangements to have charge'community. He will give three adof the refreshment stand to Ca main- dresses, an oft dirferent views of life
pined at the paekt grounds during i.; 1:1(!is.
the chautauqua, and during the meetAmes rodeJ, Nature Lecturer
ing yesterday.arsorning tbe ladies had
Evcryb Jey seems to be looking
the matter up; for discussion and will
have everything in &have! to serve forwasS ;a -the appearance here of
nice dainties and refreshing bever- Me. James Speed, the noted lecturer
ages at all hours . the chautauqua on nature, he is pronounced by emifeatures are in progress. They will nent critics the world over as being
select at once committees to have one of the greatest men on 'the platcharge, and this body will designate
who shall be in control of the booths
every day, the women taking turn
about at helping with the undertaking, which wil net them considerable
mad which they will demise to their
fund out of which' their -handsome
building on Kentucky avenue is now
being remodeled."
Captain William Patterson returned yesterday morning from points between here and Cairo where he had
been arousing interest among Idle
People regarding the coming affair,
and showing to them what great atractions will be hash to entertain
theist Today or tomorrow he starts
out for other points and will continue making trips to all the surrounding cities within too miles unHe
til the middle of nex't' week.

A very fine idea looking towards
equitably assessing the property in
this city and county for state an
county perposes has been work's& out
by County Assessor Troutman aud
form and especially in his line.
by Judge
endorsed
is heartiy
Some o fthe things Mr. Speed''will
work
will
Lightfoot, who realizes it
discuss at ).he chautauqua will be:
great advantages. The idea is for
"What is to be seen out of doors."
the judge to decide now who
"Spiders."
will 1:ke. his board of county super'to study. nature."
"How
months
tweve
coming
rthe
fo
cieorc
"Wbsps."
so that at differentt times this
"Some wood peckers."
summer the county assessor can take
"Winter days afield."
some of the supervisors around over
"How •bird. fly."
the county so they can view all farm
One of the pleasant things about
lands and thereby get seme idea as
Mr. Speel's work is that it is equalto what would be a just valutation of
•
ly interesfing to grown-ups and well
the properties.
as boys and girls. lie does a very
Between now and the end of this
useful work for children, in that he
year the county assessor values all
teaches ahem to observe the world of
property in the city and county for
interesting nature about them. A boy
the purposes, and next January he
fixed
won't throw stones at a bird when
the
showing
books,
his
tunas
he has learned to study its life anl
valuations, over to the county supei- HERE'S ANOTHER
FREAK CHICKEN STORY
habits;sit is then his friend and he
vicone who reins it in session ten
does nob want to injure it. Parents
wee 'raising and lowering the figMonroe City. Mo., June 52—Resiof Paducah can will afford to proures fixed by the assessor, wherever
furnish
vide their children' with season tickit is found he has assessed property dents of Monroe City can
will
.that
anecdotes
animal
no
wild
Miss Dena Metzgar, soprano and ets to hear Mr Speed.
too high or too low. In October the
Roosevelt-Long
county judge selects one man from help to clairfy the
pianist of chautauqua concert
town is not
the
but
,
controversy
,eigist magisterial diseach
Co.
and poultry
tricts? ft10 et tbess districts being. lacking in freak bird
annttnannttnnuttnCt
inside the city and four out iu the stories that are true.
possessor States that everybody seems to
These eight melt compose •"' George W. Kidd is the
county
Rock well posted as to what to exp t,
Plymouth
-old
to-day
a
of
is
There
the board of supervisors.
legs. and that hundreds will be here fro=
of
sets
two
has
that
chicken
generally selected from each district
is at least one- outside places to enjoy the (Ma
body
chick's
The
familiar
thoroughly
is
who
man
a
that of a normal occasion,
with the property in his disctrict, third longer than
X 22 22 tt X 22 22 22 22 22 22 it 22 22 X U
legs are attached
therefore in position to see that as- fowl, and the hind
developed
fully
as
and
body
the
to
near
equitable
("Wilbur Nesbit in Success.)
The Wesleyans.
sessments are made as
ones.
Last year the chautauqua missed
as possible. The total district as- as the front
only
employs
"Papa!"
In walking the chick
esment. though. are (nit of poportion
the attractive music of a male quar"Well?"
three legs, the left hind leg being tette, but his year will enjoy one.
as compared to other districts.
not permitted to touch
"Tell me a story."
a
is
Quartette
Male
The law says the judge shall ap- drawn up and
Wesleyan
fowl is The
the
when
"I'll tell you just one if you promsave
ground
the
October,
point his supervisors each
splendid organization and will sfve
ise to go to sleep."
Th
as
music
catchy
popular,
but he can decide now who these still.
a lot of
"My pajamas don't feel good."
That birds of a feather do not alTheir
render.
men will be and make their appointold such organizations
the
despite
"Don't think about them. I'll tell
together;
flock
ways
ment officially next fall.
voices blend beauifully and the first
proven daily and almost
is
a story, but one will be all."
you
adage.
this
during
voice.
fine
Troutman.
Assessor
tenor has an unusually
Susan
Mrs.
Todd sat beside the bed and
of
Mr.
lawn
the
on
hourty
ausimmer %ants to take two of the
Their repertoire includes a number of began:
There a large cock
men
young,
The
pervisors from the city, one from E. Boarman.
humorous songs.
male English sparrow
e there was a little boy--"
the eighthodistrict in the county and robin and a
will undoubtedly not only be popular
afand
peace
in
"What's his name?"
themselves
disport
one from the seventh district in the
ideally fraternal.
"I forget."
county, and vs:th these four men vis- ter a manner
and
worms
for
he have any game?" "Didn't
scratches
robin
The
it thc thc fifth and six•h districts that
to be sure iie had! Don't inother one to his mate.
"Yes,
every
gives
complete
a
make
county,
are in the
into a cedar s tree,
terrupt me, Robert."
tour of these two latter so at to The sparrow hies
"Then what was it?"
and returns to the
note the lay and kited of•land therein devours the worm
scene is resame
his name was—his name was
"Why
the
ju
where
grass,
its
assessed
of
and get a better idea
lit;
valuation by a personal inspection of peatedly enacted.
"Julia's a girl's name."
the property. This done he wants to
"This boy's name was Julius, not
then take the two city men, and the
Julia. He was named for Julius
sixth
and
fifth
the
from
s
superviscior
;
Caesar."
distric45. and all tour the seventh and
"I know something about Julius
—Globe
Court.
Circuit
eighth districts to ihote the kind 6f
McCracken
Caesar," Robert exclaimeu,. sitting up
land therein. The assessor will stand Bank de Trust company, Wrier. of
and quoting:
suddenly
all the expense of these tours, such Jeremiah Callaghan, Plaintiff, vs.
'J`iilius
Caesar
because
defendetc.,
others,
,
John Callaghan and
as buggy hire lodging.
-Was a wise old geezer,
the help it ,will give him in making ants, equity.
But he froze off his feet
up his assessmenths wit) more than
Ordered that this action be referred
In
ice cream freezer.'"
er
cointaistioti
OilMrs. Laura G. Fixen, Wealthy
offset the expense incured
to Cecil Reed, master
"Where -did you ever hear such
After he...finishes making the as- of McCracken circuit court, to take
cagoean and forceful temper-'
a thing as that?"
sesment himelf and turns the books proof of assets and liabilities of the
ance lecturer.
"Alfred Potts told it to me."
into thc supervisors' hands next estate of Jeremiah Callaghae, dee'd ,
"Well, don't you ever let me hear
better
a
in
against
be
will
claim;
having
board
and all persons
January, the
s
evedi
with
but
use that word 'geezer' again.
ladies
you
the
young
with
,properly
deem
osition to arrive at what they
mid estate are requireCto
gentlemen wil be here Now, go to sleep."
equitable valuation for all, as a verify and file the same, before said body. These
"But you didn't tell me the story."
personal examination of land gives commissioner, on or before the 2nd two slays.
"All right. Once there/ was a -litday of September, tow, or they will
them an idea, of its worth
_
tle
boy named
county
the
in
y
asserting.an
barred
from
'
All the supervisors
be forever
Lecture on India.
Caesar?"
"Julius
hands
are generally laftiiliar with the city claim against :he assets in the
A! native's illescription of his own
"No, no. This isn't about . Jitsus
property which they come in contact of the Globe Bank & Trust .Csef., country, is always better than a
s sill. Julius Caesar will a
at,nre
s
C
red,
adorn's., of said estate unadministe
when the native has kAitt.'74/id—he teffed a Tong time apes."
and
traveler's,
and all persons are hereby enjoined a good English ediscatiOn it in a
"lAfpenc,he fetnat.his feet off. papa?"
and restrained from •collecting'their pleasure to hear his lecture. One
"He" didn't freeze his feet. That
except
claims against said estate,
of the great things the chautauqua itts:NaVitee, or (silliness Alfred Kitts
ordered
is
it
And
suh.
this
through
doers is to bring from all gorts of
that this order be published in the places and ,hazes of life speaker"
piece of Silliness,
at. Is
Paducah Daily Register as required
riven %mho give appreciative informa-t paRa?'
by law.
tion. In bringing Mr. V. E. floakslt
Given under my hand, as clerk of to Paducah to tallti on "India throughl "Don't ask me such foolish Odeso :
i os
l
u,
op
aira
ee
wtn
sna
dnd
goletaovesly
oet,tilew
RS
said court, this Way. 23rd, may.
;
tir.o
native's eye?' the chautauqua is_ ()
MILIZR, Clerk.
I.
Contractor for
By W. C. KIDD, D. C.

-, Putting Small ,
Robert to Bed

CLAIM NOTICE!

E. C. COPELAND

FAIRBANKS & MORSE CO's.
Gasoline Engines, PufJps, Windmills, etc.
CATALOGUES AND PRICES .*:1VEN

UPON

REQUEST,

S. E. Mr'CHELL
326-28 S. 3rd St

NEW

OLD PHONE 4111-it

MATINEr RAC[S
Friday, June- 7, 2:30 p. m.
FOUR

BIG

HARNE,SS

"LOLETA" THE
ING

MARE,

RACES
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WILL

ses

AGAINST THE TRACK RECORD
2.161/4.
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--

RACE.
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OR-

CHESTRAL BAND.

ADMISSION, 25 CENTS
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Steam and Hot Water ileatioo.
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Oro L Well & Co
INSURANCE AGENCY
LIFE,
HEALTH,
BONDS,
STEAM BOILER,

FIRE.
ACCIDENT,
PLATE GLASS
LIABILITY,
MARINE.

Both Residence: 126
Office Phone 369:
CAMPBELL BUILMNF
alone."Papa, my pajamas don't feel
good."
"I told you not to think about
them. Now, listen and I'll tell you
about this little boy. Be went out
_
one day and saw—"
"Was his name Julius?'
"Yes, yes!" Mi. Todd answered.
"His name was Julius, and he—"
"Did he die a long time ago?"
"No. Julius Caesar died a long
time ago This boy didn't."
"Where does he live now
"I don't know. Be still."
"How'd you know what his name
is, then?"
"Well, he lives—he lives in a
town. somewhere. And one day he
went oui and saw a tree that was
simply full of birds. The birds --"
"What did the birds do?"
"The birds sang, of cosirse."
"What did they sing?"
"They sang all sonks. Now if you
want me to tell you this story, you
will have to be quiet. So this boy
looked up at the birds and—" '
"My pajamas don't feel good."
"They never will feel good if you
don't stop thinking abisfut them. So

this boy looked up at the birds, and
—he was a bad boy—and he thought
it would be smart to throw a rock
at them."
"Did he?"
"Yes, he threw a stone at the poor
little birds."
"And what did the stone do?'
"It made the birds fly, and then—"
"Papa."
"Well?"
"What did the fly:do?"
"Why Ayr
"The fly it made the birds into"
"Robert Gallahue Todd, I am, going down stairs, and if you are .not
asleep in two minutes, I am going
to punish your'
Mr. Todd strode from the room,
and at the stairs he halted, at the
sight of a woman sitting on the ;op
step with her face in her hands and
her shosiders and sides shakina. It
was his wife.
is not a baseball org ‘toentire country that, i- putthe
don in
ting up a better race than tip: CcIt.;--trai league. Btst 185 points separate the first and last teams.

illere

1101.1111 PAINTING, SIGN WRIT-

Druids in Session.
, Ind:, June 5.—The
Indianapolis
ING.
Indiana grand body of the United
PAPER HANGING ANy DECO- Ancient Order of Druids, in fortyseventh annual, session here, today
ATING.
. •
heard a fiunib;r of reports relating
to the affairs ..1 the Order in this
These reports showed ninestate
teen local branches in the state with
an aggregate membership of about
1600, )a slight increase over the figuses of last year.

Decorating and Fesco work
Specialties
New Phone Isar.

HAMMOCKS
HANK BROS

Now is the time for

WE USE

HORSES THAT DIVE.

CAPITALS MADE TO ORDER.' IN THE SCHOOL CITY.

!CAMAS WHEAT BELT ACCIDENTS AT FIR

rill

Workings of a New Experiment he
Australia Is to Follow the Example"
the Self Government of
of
the
United
Mates
and
BMW= 1:111 WHICH Ali *AIM amosymes wpm( BO 1112
TWO THAT PERFORM BEGULAJt•
the Young.
Zaelda.
SOWN OP otrzirusz.
LY BEFORE AUDIENCES.
WORST DAIIIA.GE.
The writer was present a few weeks
The Australian commonwealth. Lek.
leaf from the history of its ago when the first school city was the Only &sal Work of the Year IN
Animals Seem to Enjoy the Fun as like a
• very Interesting List of D
United States, has decided to band a organized in Boston by Wilson L. Gill,
During the Harvest Season.—
tern Which Contain.. Some That
Much as the People Who Witness
the
inventor
and
founder
of
the
aye.
new Capital which shall be tree from
Farmers
Generally
Ars
tern,
writes
Are of Unique DescripFrank
the Performance—Variety
Pearson., in Oen.
the influences of either of fte great
Shutouts.
tio a.
of Equine Tricks.
seolloos. It will build the capita llte tury. There were 700 pupils, all larla
-ening from the ground up and bee of the grammar grades. They were
Thar* are homes on the wheat 1
An accident, which of its kind Is
The intelligence displayed by malls selected a site not LW from the pretty delighted with the plan, voted unaniFirst.
ranches where mature retie& Dooluk probably unique, occurred in Ape%
of our animals, both wild and domes- village of Dalgety, on the Snowy river. mously and enthusiastically to ad3pt
Because it irons srnothly, not
tic, is surprising. Dogs and horses, es Delgety might have slumbered in pas- the Golden Rule as the fundamental giertures, music, plasm sad ineerems- 1110, during a lire at Portland. Km
rough.
pecially, from their long 'association toral obscurity for the next hundred law of their school city, supplemented pews keep the inhabitants ha tomb •railway accident led to the imilticel
Second.
with
man, and because of their natural years but for the assumed necessity 01 it with various provisions against dise I with the beet things of lila says .es ef a huge tank ormtaieles 6,000 gob
etud
The button holes, Or
temperament,
can be taught a great Australia to have a capital In a place order, destruction or injury of prop- Kamm City Star. The Onle01111 bell of Isse ot crude petroleum, says the 110
holes match.
interesting
and beautiful tricks, whIc,h nature had designed for a vil- erty, profanity, rudeness, unkindness, the wheat harvest is mostly tann- holt Free Press.
many
Third.
Nicholas.
Furies that it would explode and
We have all sees lage. It is 30 miles from the nearest etc., and showed remarkable discra ery. The wily real week of the year is
Stsays
Negligee shirts with buttons
during the Week et harvest. Teeming scatter Ire a wide area, the saved
or has railroad station and even when that tion in the election of their officers.
papers,
bundles,
dogs
carrying
withand
perfectly
Arc ironed
the soil with •riding plow is not hard, authorities brought up a onapousdeg
kets along the street, and know how distance is spanned by the iron way
The mayor was a bright-faced girl
out injury.
faithful they are in their charges, still further connections must be built ,If twelve and a half years. When es farm work goes. Pleating the wheat gun and bombarutd the tank in ordain
Fourth.
neither stopping to play with others of to link if with the main Victorian sys- asked, shortly after the election, what with • drill is easy Waiting for it to let the oil ruu out.
It irons either stiff or pleated
their
kind, nor allowing any one but tem. Henry Stead, in the Independent, it meant to her to be mayor of Han- to grow is not such deli:Tsang labor.
The first shot fired missed the tank
bosoms like new, and the
their master to relieve them of their bur- estimates thei cost of the railroad Gus- cock school, she said: "It means to Man who raise three mops of alfalfa and killed an unfortunate spestatem
"hump" so often seen is missden. Other feats that these faithful structlon entailed will be 0.114.1104 see that every girl Is orderly, clean & year work harder se sesamer the. Subsequent ones, however, ellested
ing.
do the wheat lberveellem The harvest their purpose,, and riddles
creatures often perform are: "Beg- and that water supply, public build- and good. It means that they
the teak
must halide are softened, weakliest
No other like it in West Kenproducts allowed the blazing WI to escape.
ging," "rclling over," walking and danc- lags and land purchase will carry the have good conduct.
They
must
be
by
yourself
Satisfy
tucky.
et enervating city life, and that Is why
ing on their hind legs, and jumping ova total of the expenditures for the new clean and neat in
for a Are engine to cause •
their dress and the work seems hard.
sending us your laundry.
The harvest MIMS the very height of Iron. T
sticks or through the arms. Horses, be- capital up to $28,000,000.
After the habits. They must keep the schoolmama le•godsend to the.. mem The such a
sides performing many feats which are city is built it will be a purely arti rooms
'cam actually occurred
and the school yard neat. And outlet to the
country ter a swam of long ago near Worcester.
taught them, often show considerable tidal capital, just as Washington la
The
they must be kind to ever/boar."
'
,recreating toll soothes the serves of a
Intelligence in unfastening gates or let- but it will have a very muck lonelier
sine in question belonged to an is
"That is • great task. Aren't yoe fermenting
'Phone NM
element the city breeds introuce company
ting down bars so that they may escape populaticn, the assumption being that afraid
and was in
of it?"
and harbors.
from the pasture.
it will not sifted 60.000.
elf being converted Into • motor tier
The answer was prompt and dear:
The
farmen of the wheat belt, ma self-propuision.
One of the most beautiful feats that
An arUficial capital, one created by "No, for I think they are all good
the whole, meat to be about the hap, I have ever seen performed by hcrses it flat as a result of a compromise beThe day before the work was
citizens."
piest agriculturists to be found. The hiked
the high diving by "King" and "Queen!. tween rival sections or decreed by asthere was a call from Kempeey
Mary Finn, the judge, said:
rapid growth of the Western mantles
These two beautiful animals were raised stoned political necessity is an expert
village where • farm was on Ire,
shall warn citizens who don't behave, Into
the gigantic wheat-producing
on a western American farm They are ment under the best circumstattess
and the eagles, In mite of its noose
and and if that does no good I shall pundon that It now is hen cdieeed ample
both snowy white and perfectly formed. usually falls short of 'sing • meteep
pieta condition. alerted.
lab
them.
They
must
behave."
opportunity for all the farmers of
King has dark, lustrous eyes, while his oils. Washington and St.
No spark protector having been
Petlisebura
The whole discipline 9f the school mammies ability to
tt 13 33
ti II it 13 it it a mate has light-blue ones; both have are
WI Pt it tt
build up moder- fired sparks escaped,
examples. Washington is dimply I. put Into the hands of the pupils
and these eft
ate fortunee and acquire Lane Vaal.
pinkish muzzles, and both are kept im- the seat of the federal
Ire to • load of straw which _goveratient; The teachers give Instruction, and
at
land.
These
maculately
they
have
ST. LOUIS & TENNESSEE
clean
adorned
and
carefully nothing more. It Las disappologski the
passed on the road. Next two risks
with splendid Mom, ore-herds sled
groomed, as such valuable animals expectatiOns o' its founders that ii advice when it is needed, and the
became Involved, and, finally, the
Amato
responsibility
and
authority
an
RIVER PACKET CO. should be.
shade trees, and have stocked with
.1 emporium, a busy always with them. But the
would becor
student* line cattle and good broods or all do- water-tube of the motor bruit and the
It is said that they were both kept is mart, a art,
v that should be as make laws and really
salocky engine came to a complete
govern them
on the opposlie rides of a river. illustration in
of all the activi- selves, although there is an author, mestic stock. The wheat belt is also itaadetill barely 200 yards from the
The cheapest and best excur- pastures
"the
greatest
the bp,nk on the side Q,J1dRhich King was ties of a grt
grass
lead
on
the
nd busy country. ity above them, just as •
grown-se earth." That is, native gram grows scene et the original !Ire!
sion out of Paducah.
kept being high and overhanging the Beauty It has,
. business It has not. Oily governs itself, although
Another story of a strange chapter
the legis there In profusion. and It makes the
water. both animals had always shown In population IL is far below many
et fire accidents comes from Casaba$8.00
a fondness for the water, and one would cities that we are wont to think of as latnre may at any time revoke its best grazing of any grus asp. AU
saw, in Armagh. A dog, manias; late
often make the plunge Into the river id our second or possibly our third charter.
these things have maned the Prairiefor the round trip to Tennessee and
In fact, there is more real self-gov. save farmers to surround themeless •term sitting room, barked at a eat,
swim across to join Its mate. From class.
and puss, terrined, sprung on a table.
eminent is these school cities than with everything that
watching this performance was conRiver and return.
Sees to soaks Wetting a lighted hump.
St. Petersburg. on the other hand. In most at our
large cities- Fee rural life delightful.
ceived the idea of training them to exhas far outstripped the old capital in there is so apathy in the school city,
The burning oil saturated the pone
hibit In public, an Idea which was carTheft wide-awake farmers are stetpopulation, having 1.313,300 inhabit- no stay-at-home vote, so
beast's
fur and, maddened by pan,
political ma deists of everything that emu late
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort ried out with the greatest success.
ants, to Moscow's 1,092,360 by the lat- chine or boss.
she dashed around the room, which
•
"knock
their
lives.
At
a
-down"
Lianas
they
staging
ma
tell
was con- est census. St. Petersburg is really a
and rest; good service, good table,
There is no graft in the school city, wile& of two steers will gain a pose was already in a blaze, op aa,; through
structed, and is carried about with the
great port, commanding a heavy sea- no boodle on the council.
good rooms, etc. Boat leaves each
no "ender' the quicker and on •given ration, and the window and rushed into the starer
horses and used at every performance;
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m. it has an incline of about 30 degrees,and borne trade, but, in fact, it only di- standing" between the police and this name faculty makes them judos yard.
vides the honors of the capital with wrongdoers. The tan-year-old
Rick after rich was fired by We
fudge of human character as welt
the top is about 30 feet above the water
For other information apply to
They
Moscow. The latter has the greater and the twelve-year-old
mayor are ribs enow what kind of mea they are deal- Ilvtng torch until the whole place
about two feet below the top platform
hold on the affections and traditions solutely
incorruptible. Habits of good ing with and treat therm accordiagly. was alight and tery serious damage
is a small one, on which the horses
JAMES KOGEB, Supt.
of Russia. IL has a prestige which citizenship
formed while the mind Many a man who came te the harvest was done. The fai mot's soa, leo, was
place their feet just before making
PRANK L. BROWN, Agt. the plunge; This is so that their bodkin Peter the Great could not undermine. is plutic, are
open to the full foree of like a tramp, a man used to a cul- badly burned in hut efforts to entireIt is the capital of the Russian heart. considerations
of right and justice an( tured home, but fallen from gram= mush the dames.
may take a more vertical position, and
Napoleon was right when he held that
A London gas w mks was once the
'tee from commercial motives and "down on his luck." has been si
that they may strike the water with the
Moscow was the capital to be struck
mane
of a curious fatal fire accident.
other influences that in later life so out by the farmer or his wife as me
least resistance.
EXCURSION RATES
by an invader of Russia.
often interfere with the duties of St for better things. Such a Man Is • boiler full of Lioltern tar gave way
They require about 13 feet of water
ON THE RIVER. In which to make their dive. They are Australia has one advantage which citizenship. The love of liberty is treated as one of the family. Hla and, Its contents catching tire from
neither the United States nor Russia
strengthened and ennobled by recog- story is learned if he wishes to teal it the furnace, spread in a tide of dame
most often shown at places where
enjoyed when they created their artithere is a natural body of water for the
nition of the rights of others and the When the harvest is over he is given Sown the sloping floor of the @nip/tete
ficial capitals. Its area is fixed and
purpose; but frequently a pit is dug, and
necessity of mutual limitations for the steady work. The bond that throve room.
ROUND TE P TO
deteritined. The capital will always
One of the workmen, caught bethe bottom is covered with canvas
public good. Respect for law and ate people together of an equal plane of
bear the same geographical relation to
the flames and the wall, seined
tween
which is filled with water, and in this
Evansville and Return
is
developed.
thority
The sense oi thought becumes established.
every Australian region that it will
• ladder and, raising it to the Mee
improvised tank they do their "stunt"
Is
strengthened
kind
and
Cases
can
th
be
e
of
judicial
related
this
he
have in the beginning. In this come-,
Centinuous Passage, $4.00; Unlimited twice dally—in the
every household in the wheat MIL dew. 'swag up it. Unhappily, MD
afternoon and evestte
de of mind is cultivated.
try the caflial is conveniently situated
Ticket, $5.0o, Meals and Berth
In
Paid
one farmer's wifs—she traced her Modem had Iron bars and Melee
The
results
excellent
have
bus
to
The
to onit a very small section.
Inclucied.
The two horses are stationed at the United States have expanded into re- 'Very way. isoth conduct and mho& ancestry to Ethan Allan and ether these esaid be removed tbe Maki,
point where they are to leave the wa- gions that the founders of Washingtoz mealy are greatly improved. Disobee historic names of colonial days and horst Omagh and the poor mem all
•
Round Trip to Cairo,
ter, and one of them usually Queen first, thought would be wildernesses for dlemoe is pulled up by the roots. Pub- was herself a eallege graduate: 'Use boa nes the turas** loceow.
Weary ems will remember the greet
..,rty of five or over, $1, each, with- is led to the foot of the incline. With a many generations to come. Similarly lic sentiment ranges itself on the side a the most Interesting things of the
toss of her head, she quickly runs to the Russia has grown so far and so fast el law when the public makes the harvest is studying the chorister Of Ilamere ere, the most tarribie
out meals; $2.00 with meals.
Lest year a young man Sag:radon et 1104. After this was see
Good music on all the boats. For top of the staging, looks over to see if that St. Petersburg is in a corner very law. A breach of order is no longer the men
the course is clear, then without hesita- remote to provinces that are populous regarded as a defiance of an alien goy. worked for us who, we readily saw, Macedonia there was naturally great
further particulars see
tion drope her fore feet to the small plat- and progressive, in regions that were erament, but as an injury and as is- was of good breeding and came frees sexisty moss the preprieten el the
form
and makes the leap. They strike not even Russian when Peter the Great milt to the oommunity. Even the • respectable home. His head got barbed buildings to buy bow tjha
S. A. FOWLER, G. P. A., or
the water with their fore feet extended began to drive the piles for the foun meet disorderly schools have been ree more in the harvest and I dressed it sonteets ot their lireprest sates had
GIVEN FOWLER, City Pass- and the head thrown back on the shoutducted to good conduct by the institie and doctored him the best I could. It tared.
dation, of his capital.
Mc M extraordinary were the Sada
enger Agent. Phone 33.
eerie so that the shock is not unduly
got worse, and ODO day I asked him
tics of the school city.
great. They are under water from three
what was the matter with it He said. in use jewelry had been melted, while
SUBWAY HURTS CABBIES.
to six seconds; then, with a shake of the
'The blood does sot circulate is it.' a box ef matches was intact, and s
Breaking the Trail.
head to clear the eyes, each makes for
Then he rolled up his sleeve and silk handkerchist was sot eves die
Winter in the mountains Is severs showed
the spot where the mate is standing Theater Trade That Ones Want to
a scar that was frightful. He eolored.
in its restrictions. Sledging and travel
One of the most disastrous arm
New York Jehus Now
King is apparently prouder and more
had been in some scrape and had reover the snow-banked trails are lira ceived
Goes to Cars.
Office, 419 Broadway.
deliberate than Queen; he goes up the inibid cut, which bad been of late years was that which followed
Bed to hare necessity. la the ("older sewed up by a surgeon. Ills hand pot a chemical explosion at Grieshelm. is
cline slowly, and pauses at the top te
TELEPHONES:
seasons
the trails are kept open by well and he worked for um nearly a Germany. The explosion took place Is
the
difference
the
guess
never
"You'd
look about at the crowd of people below,
R9sidence, 296; Office, 355.
often whinnying apparently to attrael subway has made is Our business," said shoveling and packing them down. year. One time he was sick for sev- the Griesheim Electron factory, and
attention to himself. He makes the the °lathee night cab driver, accordinc When the runners sing intermittent- eral weeks and I said to hits: 'John, almost simultaneously the whale
more graceful dive of the two, keeping to the New York Sun. "I should say that ly in high, thin voices, the teamster, why don't you write to your folks? I building was in flames.
Sire gamines came galloping up, but
his
feet straight, while Queen has night fares from the theater district ann with a belt tight around his overcoat know OW you have • horns and that
IL K. Hendrick.
J. 0. Miller hersfore
doubled when in the air. As wog Broadway have fallen off one-fourth and flopping his arms to keep warm, your parents are worrying about you.' as they approached the men were
But lie
faces has greatest hardships.
Wm. Marble.
1
since last December.
all they come from the water they tire
took my advice and wrote two 1st- seen to fall from their seats. Spec"It used to be that a man in overtire when the heavy snows and rapid thaws ten; Awhile later he said toes: 'I'm tators relining after them dropped as
rubbed dry, covered with blankets, and
HENDRICK, MILLER
let to the stable, where they are careful- clothes, especially if accompanied by . of spring come, teaming means a bat going to leave you. I will eat dinner If shot, and, meanwhile, the blaze la
woman wearing garments easily soiled tie and • venture with a sudden with my folks to-morrow in Golden. creased, involving fresh buildings set
ly
groomed.
& MARBLE,
above
bengilig just
hesitate before crowding Into s termination
would
Occasionally we find some one who
Col.' Well dressed and feeling good even crossing the river into the vii'
Lawyers.
thinks it is cruel to "make" horses dive gortace car. Astor walking from Broad Thousands of tons of snow up the with e360 in his pocket, he bade us lage of Schwanheftn. What had hapfrom such a height; but the fact Is thal way to one of the elevated roads, that mountain sides hang on a trigger good-by. We soon reesteed a letter paned was this:
' Practice in all the courts of the they do not appear to dislike it at all, was almost out of the question. The re- that can be sprung by the sigh of
The sudden mixture of vats of dito
from his mother, thanking us for what
state. Both phones 3z.
ferent chemicals under intense heal,
and they certainly like to be in the eult was that the great majority of thee a breeze or the rolling of a pine cone we had done for her sou"
Rooms t, 2, 3 and 4, Register Build- water. How roach more fortunate arm ter and opera patrons who could raise and in summer many a barren,slope
When the men who have accumu- had filled the air with • gas of so
and pile of rock and timber at the
they than many of their kind that have the price went home in carriages.
ing, 523 1-2 Broadway.
lated much land in the wheat country terribly poisonous a nature that those.
"Now it's different After the Melte, bottom tells a skeleton-tale of the ion die and divide their holdings, the land who came within its deadly influence
to do the hardest sort of work from
crowds walk to the restaurants for ter's night. Floundering, swearing will be in smaller tracts and so thick- were suffocated at once. Fifty-one
the
morning
night, and
until
often
upon scanty or insullicient rations! lunch, then they drift along to the sub- and persevering opens the trall—a lit. ly settled that the local market wt.) dead and three times that ntimber inThesis horses have the best of care, the way entrance at Forty-second street and tie ruffed thread of white from up supply all the labor needed in the her- jured was the result of that terrible
above, but a hard day's work for a
nest of fc,acl. and plenty of exercise;and Broadway or at the Grand Central.
test. That will mark the end of the
"Men and wOnsan who would scorn man.—Outing.
Attorney-at-Law.
apparently are lathe best of health and
summer migration.
humor. They have been exhibited from the elevated or surface cars when in
Japes's Obligations.
Rooms 5 and 6, Register Bldg. the Atlantic to the Pacific ocean and in evening dress do not balk at the subway.
Swimmers' Cramp.
Curious English Almshouse.
The westerh powers are not models
They find the stations and cars generally
where
expert
accidents
drowning
523 1-2 Broadway, New Phone ecio: Europe.
Is
The most curious almshouse Is
clean and roomy, and when they get up- England is St. Mary's Hospital at Chi swimmers suddenly lose all control of of scrupulous justice toward each oth
Old Phone 1487 R.
er and toward weaker nations, bid
there
is
no
one
where
to
see
town
them chester. There eight old ladles
live their powers, the usual explanation of
Love's Labor twit.
Specialties: Abstracting of Ti- The automobile rushed down the they do not mind walking a few blocks actually in the church, which is a fine cramps is beginning to be looked Open such an offense as Japan would owls
save a cab faro.
It has been notised mit in supporting, or even permitting,
old building dating from 1680. It was as Insufficient
tles, Insurance, Corporation road—huge, gigantic, sublime. Over to"(Sur
greatest be. is In Brooklyn padisease of the if she conld prevent, the driving of
having
persons
that
originally a monastery, but when
the fence hung the woman who works
the occidentals from China would ceo
and Real FAstate Law.
trons. It used to be almost a sure
Queen Elizabeth came to visit there middle ear, whe have already shows
hard and long—her husband is at thr
tainly be looked on as unpardonable
thing that we'd gel a bunch of Brooklyn
especially
lia
vertigo,
are
of
symptoms
cafe and she has 13 little °net (An un•
she turned It into an almshouse, to
For one thing, at the very start, says
people down as far as the Bridge at least.
the
as
and
acicdents,
such
to
ble
as long as almehouses exist
lucky number.) Suddenly upon the Then
the Brooklyn people had to take endure
organs of the New York Times, it would snap
thirteenth came the auto, unseeing,eles
old ladies have two neat little semicircular canals are the
The
car
or
crosstown
walk half way across
a
-eves s the saliasee with Great Britain, The
suggested
that
is
it
direction,
him, and hummed on unknowing. The the town at one end or the
rooms each down the. sides of the
other
to
get
delicate British government would be Snood
this
hemorrhage
In
Architect and Superintendent. woman who works hard and long rushed
main church, with windows looking slight
an elevated train.
waves to regard such an offense sot merely
the
by
blow
from
a
structure
forward with hands, hands made rough
"Now the subway takes them right to out on the garden. They have each a would result in utter helplessness as a failure in friendliness but as MB
401 Fraternity Building.
with toil. upraised. She paused and
the Bridge entrance. Why, now one can coal supply, a kitchen range, water Pelisse with ears sot perfectly sound net of flagrantly hostile import AU
P---fl goddess, a giantess
stood I n ant
Old Phone 498-R.
go from Forty-second street clear to the and gas. At one end of the church are therefore warned against nth* bar grievance, though greater in der
Then she hurled forth -these words of outskirts of Brooklyn
without going Is the chapel, where daily services are mtng In rough *MM.
tree, would be of precisely the same
derision, of despair: "Mon Dieu! And
PADUCAH, KY.
from under shelter if the Feather Is bid held. The choir stalls are beautifully
kind as that of Germany, Francs. tkq
washed
him!"
just
Le
Sport, Paris.
I'd
Carried with You.
"It's going to be Still worse for us carved old oak, the original seats that
United :Rates and Russia
church
The
used.
sponks
stands
sae
h
the
usbotight,
Joy is a prise
when they get the subway running un
OLIVER, OLIVER
Of Course It Was.
square.
In a quiet little
freest, purest is its flow when it some&
der the river."
Training the Soy.
M'GREGOR,
A wedding ceremony had come to
unsought No getting into heaven, as
"I
sew
you punishing yotar boy Ur
sniffed
mother
The
consulei
rely,
close.
•
Lost Addition.
a plane, will compass It. You mem
Lawyers,
day. What was it all about?"
Hospitable.
and the bride dabbed her pretty eyes
"This flat is RO fearfully small," curry it with you, else it Is not' there
"I caught him In a lie."
Policeman (to tramp)—I Want youi complained the eeplicant. "Do you tou must. have it In yea, so the rensh
OFFICES: Benton, Ky. rear Bank with a handkerchief. One of the brides"Oh, well, you can't expect • bey
name and address.
Marshall Countst; Pe
qh, By, maids was also affected to tears.
think we could it enough breath ha of a well-ordered geol. the fire elf
"Why do you weep?" asked a groomsTramp (sarcastioilly)-0h, yer de, de
514 Fraternity Building.
holy purpose, the welling up out oi bo tell the truth all the time."
it to live on?"
"I know, but when he doesn't t.
men of the bridesmaid, "it's not you' yer? Well, me narie is John Smith. an
yes!" said the agent- "If Is 'he central depths of *Verbal springe
"0,
New Fu-one T14;
addreft Is Number One, the opeo
Old Phone 484R wediing." The girl looked at him Scorn.
thoroughly provided With mengressed that hide the waters itherrek-.-Iterliel the truth I want him to be bright
enough not to be caught itt 0.--Oethe
fully "That's the reason, you stupid!' if rer call on
trouble ter knock, s?,."—Detroit Tree Preen.
Bushnell. _
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IS A GRAND OLD RULER.
Kaiser Wane Josef, Emperor of Luse
tie and Xing of Hun-

WHITTEMORE'
COLUMN OF
REAL ESTATE BARGAINS

000 PROUD OF CLOTHES.
Canine That Is Very Much Distressed When Deprived of
Correct Apparel.

I

There is a dog in Augusta who
Quite apart from the foolish praise
dresses just like a man, wearing the
lavished upon monarchs for their
regulation coat, vest, collar and cravat
slightest acts, says Pearaoa's l6.ga.
and is very proud of his apparel, seem.
sine, Kaiser Franz Josef, emperor at FRATERNITY BUILDING TELE- Ingle, being very much distressed and
Austria and king of Hungary, ruler at
ashamed wheftever his busy master
PHONES 835a dozen states and 20 peoples speaking
does not have time to rig him up in
as Many languages, is one of the most
his clothes, reports the Augusta (Ga.)
remarkable Sierra, in the civilized
Chronicle.
world to-day, by reason of his great
$300, new house, Vaughans addi"If there are any who are "from
age. his Revere and simple life, the tion Mechanicsburg, near big Mills; Missouri," they may be satisfied by
tragedies of his family, and, above 40 ft. lot rents for $60 per year or 23 Calling at
blacksmith shop on Ellis
all, Um wonderful way he holds to- per cent gross on tire investment street, near the city hall, where they
gether the warring tageona within his anyone with $300 to inve=t would do 1 tits be introdbeed to him by his masempire.
well to take this.
ter. George Bailey, a negro employe of
No other prince of the Hapsburg
the smithy.
bouee ever enjoyed oskih universal re.
goo, twenty west end lots South of
He R eara them with a conscious digspect gad reverence, and whoever has Norton street and between 26th and nity and is hugely delighted when =yoccasion to approach this "Grand,Old 29th streets, some lots irregular shape enta stops to notice his attire and comMan" among the monarchs of the and some low, brook runs through ment thereon. He will gaze intently
world is filled with enthuslautm for hie corner about four acres, all for $600, It each saker and joyously wag his
charm of manner, his democratic 11P- $2oo cash balance z and 2 yeses, make tail when complimented upon his afe
SARATOGA SPRINGS N. Y.
prosiehableness, his amazing frank some sane a good home place with pearance.
Knights Tempters — S26.30 — le and his sterling sense of justice. garden.
It is not known what whim induced
This aged man, now nearly 75, works
Qfuly end to 7th inclusive, good
the blacksmith to thus clothe his catea hours a day and more at state and
returning until July e5th with
$500, we have a Ford Automobile nine pet "in all points like as we are."
military affairs, often oontenting him- that would exchange for realestate, But he certainly devised the dog's
privilege of extension until July
eel( with a "qukk lunch" brought I. Foreman Bros. electricians can tell dress most ingeniously. No detail la
24th. upon payment of St.00 exat the desk in his study. Frans you all about this machine; we would wun Ing. The eat of his coat is arta
him
Patra. Through sleeper from
Josef to-day remains the same early a bargain, all cash price.
ducah to Buffain on train roa
tie latest mode—has pockets, too—
j'riser he was in the days of his youth,
collar is nicely laundered and the
t'
33 a. tn,.. Saturday., July 6th.
%all summer and winter rises from his
$2,cmo, two story, 6-room house on cravat is tied with oorrect smartness.
little tram bedstead at the early bur the easy monthly payment plan, Poo
The first thing ia the morning he
of belt-pest *bur. His tollet—bsth- cash balance $15 per month,6 per cent must be properly dressed, or else he
E.
0.
P.
B.
IA
PHILADELPH
lag, shaving and dreesing—neeet interest, west end 28th street, between whines ;,:toonsly. After he has been
takes him Imager than half an hour Jackson street and Watt's Boulevard elothed &wording to his usual custom
Ilse-co—July nth to r4th
July
until
g
as the emperor does not cam I,,r wes side of 28th street, 60 ft. lot. Ms joy knows no bounds, and he die
sad
returnin
elusive, good
sgrd with privilege of extension,. civilian linm, he usually dons the Faces Hughes Park. Good home buy plays his pleasure with much barkuniform of a colonel of one of his owo ing opportunity for some one wanting ing and wagging or his tai.. He has
until July pat Through sleeper
tram
regiments.' On his frequent ehooting good home on easy payments just out the utmost contempt for the host of
from Paducah. Leaves on
espedttems, however, he wears the side the city
uta July 14th, r•.3,3 a: m:
naked dogs who roam about the street
worse dress of Alpine Austria: and fa
absolutely refuses to associate
and
his study he appears in a short mile $25o, easy payment lots on the North with them, manifesting a spirit of outtary cloak, with a patkless soldier', side addition just west of Oak Grove, raged indignation at their imam&
LOUTSVI LUZ, KENTUCKY.
cap.
$to cash, balance $t per month. Good esty.
Account Spring meeting Jockey
Every set of this remarkable old way to save money whether you need
man's life is conducted with military a lot or not. Corner lots, $300 each. "PAGAN" TOWN IN ENGLAND
Club, 8645 round:rip, May Sth,
precision. On the very stroke of five No interest if payment made when
round
8.95
7th;
returning May
his breakfast—a oft of ooffee, some due .
Village of ','*08 People Who Sawa
trip May eth, good returning
cold :neat, and rolhe—is brought him;
to Have Gone Spiritually
before el: he is In his Rudy.
payment
June 9th. May 5-11-18.32-35 and
monthly
to Sleep.
-the
on
'to farm
A -casual glance might lead one tc pi-n, 50 acres of creek and hill land,
two
-se, June t-6 and 8th, limit
think this was a oozy sitting-room out of the Koerner Tennessee river
"Pagan Hook" is the name now ed.
days.
photo
framed
with its dainty pictures,
farm in Marshall cdunty, about four )oyed by the quiet little village ed
Froths and charming furniture; but miles below Birmingham, Ky. No Hook, which is situated some three
the big writing table in the window river front. No buildings. No clear- miles from Kingston-on-Thames.
JAMESTOWN, VIRGINIA.
Um bookshelves and ihe litter ol ed land timber alone wip be worth
Si: lost in Indifference is this village
eoth—is
newspaper cutUngs on tables, attain
the vicar, the Rev. W. Y. DingApril zeth to November
that
the
time
the
by
amount
whole
the moues true pun the
reveal
floor
sad
has thrown up the cure of the I
wall,
have
and
°
land is paid for Buy this
I
days-423.76. Coach excursions—i poste.
you are parish in despair, says a recent Los.
When
you
for
ready
farm
the
duet above the emperor's writ*i
don report.
on special dates- —Si8.00 every
ready for it.
tsble hangs a portrait of his late cob
"I have worked hard here for nearly
Tuesday, Emit to days.
sort. Empress Elizabeth, who was
two-room three years," said the vicar, in an incsborg
Mechani
new
Two
,stabbed to the heart with a ale by a house near Yeiser avenue and Mill terview, "and it seems largely in Tell
'maniac anarchist in Gnome • few street ao ft. lot, well, $5o cash balance I have spoken to the people personally
hears ago. Alas! this is but one of the
to come to
$6.00 per month 6 per rent interest. end have implored them
it.
seamy dark tragedies that *have over
do
not
will
they
but
church,
Buy
month
ate house of House rents for $500 per
"No eillort, either spiritual or maShadowed the unfortun
it
for
pay
nearly
will
tenant
it
and
,Hapsburg. In this study the emperor
terial, no concert, whether high-elver
you.
works uninterruptedly natU noon. for
sr extremely 'popular,' no branch es
'Bulky packets of papers -and minis$6tio Seven Mechanicsburg 40 ft. church activity that I have been able
Office.
Ticket
City
Agent
terial reports are read to him; and m lots, $50 cash and $to per month buys to devise or carry on will induce the
carefully doss be go through this wort all of them. You can by accepting people or Hook to C00241 to church.
fifth and Broadway.
that he frequently pounces upon eon this proposition be buying seven lots
"There is a population of 1,70e peotradletiote between clauses which for only $zo per month. No trouble ple, but many of them absolutely rehave entirely escaped these who have to save up $to per month and own fuse to attend church. In fact, only
drafted the Mt
200 out of the I ;en have attended
these Iota.
Agent Union Depot.
elturch, and some a. Lacs° even are not
HEAPING INSULT ON INJURY $t,000 Lot &arse ft. to alley north Hook people.
side of Trimble street, between 9th
"The fact is that the village is self'
Borrowing Has Its and toth Half cash. Good neighbor- ttually asleep. They do not go to nonNeighborly
Drawleacks as Is Nereby
hood trick walk car line.
conformist places of worship, nor do
Shown.
go golfing or motoring. They
they
of ground between have simply gone to sleep and they do
$200 Acre
Attorney-at-law.
The Blanks. who lived on the thin Hinkleville road and Jefferson street. sot give a thought to spiritual things."
Room 5, Columbia Buiilding. floor, had quarreled with the Dashes Half cash.
The vicar has now departed for tne
lived on the seemed. The en
whim
Indies on a holiday voyage.
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covered
land
level
Five
KY.
acre.
fAD1704111,
SAW
fortunate affair had apparently elide, with trees on Hinkieville road just
Some of :le more enlightened inhate
with the return of numerous household
taking
Old Phone 1992.
East of C. C. Lee's country home. itants of "Pagan hook" are
asking
l
paper
articles which the thrifty Mrs. Dash
large
memoria
a
around
lot
a
years
easy. One-third cash. In three
the
from
borrowed
had
n .-ted pagan alike to sign an
land will be worth as much Christia
going Mrs. Blank. The Mat, however, out of this
en,reaty to the reverend genearliest
not Inched* a Frenck drip coffee as an acre now.
to
did
return to them.
tleman
ROYER pot and•silk umbrells. and Mrs. Blank
so acres, house, land, nearly
$1,250
towed she would not lower herself ba
road, five THE FUR-LINED OVERCOAT,
Office, 112 1-2 South Fifth. ask even for'her own property, /vista all cleared. Olivet church
mile, from Paducah. Cheap at the
Creasy Gentleman Will Carry the
the New York World.
Old Phone, Office, 1'r5.
price. All cash. No discount.
Blank. being.a man's man, kept out of
Garment Inside Out on
PADUCAH, KENTINT KY. the quarrel, but Dash being more or less $7,400 e23 acres clove to Paducah.
His Arm.
henpecked, mess drawn Ines it by hie Handsome profit be made by cutting
The precise and high-priced tallot
wife,
this land up in small tracts of from
DZ. W. C. Et1BAMK8,
lb, other slight Blank csaveliome to one acre up. One third cash Will drew a chalk picture on the customer
lad his wthe In tears.
bear the •closest investigation. Near who was "trying on," relates the Pro'.
sfiromeopathiet.)
Idence Journal, stuck three pins itt
-liVii-what du you think. James, Benton read.
him and said:
That horrid •Kr. Dash c-cat nee dead
Office per6 Broadway, Phene iso.
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day."
to
'The most radical change in garie
Phot
y,
Broadwa
Residence, aro
street'. 40 ft.
ments for gentlemen for winter wear
'Oh, well, what do you ease He between vytil and 14th
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Jefferso
on
Only lot at the price
this year will come in the fur-lined
bet worth noticing."
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EXCURSION
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Don't Spend Hit
Tour Earnings
Put some aide for possible sickness or
misfortune. The man or woman who has
a little money saved is the one who is
in a position to open the door when opportunity knocks. We welcome small
accounts. Start one today.

TILIE FOLLOWING
_ACED RATES ARE
ANNOUNCED

FOR FURTHER PAR
TICULARS APPLY TO

J. T. Donovan,
R. M. Prather

ALBEN W. BARKLEY,

DR. ADRIAN

KY.

LiORTrootr,

I

WE PAY 4 PER CENT.
MECHANIC'S
FARMER'S
INGS BANK
-SAV 310 Broadway

,f

Home Plumbing.

Modern
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0111P

All of our plumbing contracts are executed by the best
skilled mechanics, under our personal supervision, and no detail, no ma::cr Low
unimportant it may seem,escapes our attention. We use the famous "Ztandirel"
Porcelain Enameled Plumbing Este-es,
which are the best made. By plscing
your work with us, you are assured of the
best material and workmanship obtalhab:c.
Lct us quote you prices.
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E. D. HANNAN

Both Phones, No 201,
132 South Fourth St.

Mattil,Efinger
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Undertakers and Embalmers.
PADUCAH. tiY
180 EL 'THIRD STREBT:
INSURE WITH

BEBOUT & SMITH
"Anything in Insurance"
PHONE 385

OFFICE 1'306 B'WY

b
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uy Na

;UNDERTAKERS and EMBA;LMER.S
PADUCAH KY:
211-213 South Third Street,.
GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO.
$100,000
Capital stock
$34,000
Surphis
Interest paid on time deposits. Prompt attention given
to business intrusted to us.
0.

W. ROBERTSON, Prest

N. W. VAN CULIN, Cashier.

cah, Ky.
306 Broadway, Padu
ego.
Both Phones, No.
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Wisconsin
Waukesha, Wis., June 4.—Menshers of the order of Elks in Wisconsin today took possession of Waukesha and will termini in control of
the city until Friday. The occasion
is the annual convention and reunion of the state association. Delegations have arrived by every train and
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North Dakota Municipalities.
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SUPERINTENDEiT-ELEC
ITAKES DEPARTURE TONIGHT

HEN
DRINKS

r.
;

;)1 Aso

Egg Chocolate or Egg Lemonade, or any other "Hen Drink"
is both refreshing and nuturtons. You'll like the way we
mix 'em.

•

'YOUTH'S SUITS

•i

We have rzspect for the criticism
of the young man from 16 to 19 years
of age.
Seems to us he knows more about
clothes than his elders.
These yosing men are our

1,'- .
•
4I 44

10 cents

•

;)1A

411.
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PROFESSOR JOHN CARNAGEY GOES TO HANOVER TO HELP
ELECT NEW PRESIDENT FOR THE COLLEGE, AND FROM
THERE HE GOES TO HOME IN NOBLEVILLE, IND., BUT
RETURNS HERE JUNE ip, ACCOMPANIED BY HIS CHARMING DAUGHTER, MISS MAR GARETHE JEAN, WHO SPENDS
SEVERAL DAYS HERE.

•I

;

•I •

Superintendent-elect John Carna- he has to resume control of the Pagey of the public schools will leave ducah schools the first of August.
I. •
Professor Carnagey has been more
tonight for Hanover, Ind., to attend
pleased with his two week's.
than
44?
a meeting of the directors for Hanstay here, as by constant daily visits
over colege, fie being one of those to thesbuildings he has learned much
•
- .
DRUG STORE
managing that educational institu- of the work that will be of value and
They arel our beat friends—they
'
1
1 5T"ocBRoADWAV4 tion, which is one of the leading col- aid to him when he takes charge. lie
know we serve them beet always.
4iititgt.
leges, in Southern Indiana. The di- is more than delighted at the hearty
They the sure to find here the style
..1.stisSO
t•
o
Agent for Eastman Kodak; and Huy- rectorate gathers next Tuesday to co-opeation he Is receiving and is
they'e looking Sor. We've young
t
•
.."'.1"31
‘
elect a successor to Dr. D. W. Fish- exceedingly anx:ous for the time to
fen's swell suits—the kind that
lees Candies.
er, who hus been, president of the arrive for him to take charge and
strikes the dressy chaps. Tasteful,
college for the past twenty-eight remain here permanently. It is a
..t1CtAt
tailor-like and perfect fitting, with all
years, and has resigned to retire to source of gratification to him to rethe artistic touches
uUZZZZZfl private life
A''‘Iviptrt Ats
after st brilliant educa- ceive from every source encouragetional career.
'silent that will be of vast aid to him
After attending to those duties Mr. in advancing and bettering the edu▪ POPULAR WANTS.
•14.*N
t.,
•.
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Carnagey goes to his home in 'N'obles cational institutions of Paducah. He
U
U U 23 U 22 13 13 :I :I 12 U 13 U ville to stay until June iS when he is especially pleased with the corps
SI it
comes back to have charge of the of able instructors connected with the
City examiliations June 20 and 21, at which
• READ — Boulevards and
Single and double breasted styles
,
schools and does not think they
•
Beautiful display ad this issue.
- I
time be and the board of examiners could be possibly improved on. his.
_-regular college cut. Szo,13.50, $15
tome
wil exairine those old teachers in trained eye at a glance showing him aim* •
and Sao. •
WANTED—Furniture and stoves. the schools whose certificates have
/. .4.
Young man, come to the fountain
his
on
to
the
rooms
visits
different
Williams & Peal 205 S. 3d St. New expired by limitation, and also the
head of fashion for yOur spring suit.
that the schools were in able and efphone goi-a.
new ones chosen and whose election ficient hands.
ROBT. CARLTON, piano tuner, was made Tuesday night subject to
When M. Carnagey comes back ewe?
old phone 317.
examination.
On returning here
Ows•
• 1'1
week after next Professor Carnagey August t he will bring his, family
• I ••
their
establnsh
them
with
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to
Itim
WANTED GOOD MAN—In each will be accompanied by his daughter. new home, where they will be welI ONNI.
county to represent and advertise Miss Margarethe Jean, who will comed with open arms, as every•I
•
I .4hardware department, put out sam- spend several days here, and then body realizes the other niernbehs of
ples, etc. Salary $21.00 weekly. Ex- return ihome with her father.
1 gaffe
the family must be excelent people,
pense money advanced. Department • Immediately after the examinations judging from the head of the houses
A16, The Columbbia house, Chicago. the.superintendent-elect goes back hold.
to 'Noblesville, and between then and
FOR RENT—One front room August i he
Professor Carnagey has been rewill spend most of his
turnished.
All conveniences. 837 time visiting the model anal leading ceived with a royal cordiality while
• news
Jefferson.
schools in all the large cities of the here and the populace considers itEast, 'n order to be brought in self fortunate in securing the services
FOR SALE—Gentle, • 7-year-old close contact with the most modern of such a noted educator to take
Owe
driving horse. Can be seen ai'Cope- methods of instruction, and make a oharge of the schools, which cannot
-.
land's livery stable
study of them -so as to inaugurate help but thrive under his able man- mow
•
Ow*
whatever desirable for the Paducah agement
WANTED FOR U.. S. .ARMY— educational institutionswhen he takes One dung that will tend towards
-••••••-•.---••• •go •-so, •••• Able-boded unmarried men between charge next Aug;ust. He had intend- betterment of the schools and close•••••- ••••
••••••••-•-•••••
1,
117
1
,
ages of 21 and 35, citizens of United ed taking a postgraduate course at the ly cement harmonious feeling, is the
1
States, of good character and tem- Columbia university, New York, this spirit of the teachers in welcoming
4
\••••
perate habits, who can speak, read stormier, but that institution will not she new superintendent, as all arc
and write English. For information open again until the middle of July, delighted at the character of man to
PREFERS DEATH TO
apply to Recruiting Officer, New thtrefore he would not have time as help .them at their work.
HAVING NOSE CARVED
Richmond House, Paducah, Ky.
2222222222322222222232222232222222 KENTUCKY PUSHING TO
St. Louis Jun 5 —The day before
FRONT AS COAL STATE
SS St tt tl el UUUUUUUUUUU
he was to be operate& upon for an
U PERSONAL MENTION. a
U
Nearly Ten Million Tone enlargement of the nose, William
a
THE RIVER NEWS. a t: st UUUU rt if 32 II 32 22 22 22 22 22 Produced
ys years old, killed himself,
of
Black Diamonds During
What you pay out for car fare would soon pay for a wheel-U
a bullet iato his head, at
the
Year
18906,
a et SS SS et SS Id Itt tS el IS 13 ZS SS et Mr, Charles Kahn and (laughter, Washington,
by
our easy terms. The
the
Skin
and Cascer hosSt. Louis
June
5.—.SIthough
Miss Rebecca. of Dallas, Texas. are Kentucky is noted chiefly in the pop- pital, No. sto North Jefferson avThe steamer Clyde got out for the visiting Mrs. Jacob Marks on Jack- ular mind for
"TRIBUNE" RAM BLER" MONARCH and
beautiful women, fast enue. at 4 p. tn.. yesterday. The
Tennessee river last evening, and son street.
horses and good whiskey, another. of surgeons planned to put him on the
stays up that stream until next MonIMPERRIAL BICYCLES
Mr. Cade Davis who travels for a her products is fast assuming the im- operating table this aiternoon.
day evening.
Mr. Allen was a bachelor and
Cincinnati shoe house is here for portance to which it is entitled in the
Are
the
best
that can be produced. $15.00 up. Old wheels
lived in Urbana, HI. He came here
The steamer Kentucky comes out the summer, which is his dull season. industrial world.
in exchange.
of the Tennessee river tonight and lie returns to the road in the fall.
Reference is made to coal. Last six weeks ago for treatment. He
stays here until 5 o'clock Saturday
Our repair department in charge of experts. Creapest house
Offices- J. A. Prnce has returned year the Bluegrass state produced did not 'ecru to dread the necessary
operation and was cheerful with his
afternoon before departing on her from Shiloh and resumed his posi- nearly ten millions tons
of black diain
town for Tire*. Pumps, Saddles. etc. Remember the place
return that way.
tion on the police force yesterday. monds, the exact figures being o,- friends at the hospital. Now the
surgeons
death
heschosc
in
believe
The Joe Fowler went to EvansMiss Mary Boyle of Clark street 6
ville yesterday and comes back to- went to Akron, 0. and Patterson, 73.536.
The value of th's product wag preference to an ordeal in the opemorrow.
N. J. this morning to visit.
$9.794.823. This is considerably less rating-room.
Allen occupied a room jointly with
.Today's boat in the Evansville
Miss Garnett Buckner has return- than if the coal was anthracite libe
William
Roberts The two were itt
trade is the John S. Hopkins.
x26-128 North Fifth s treet. Net to Kentucky Theatre.
ed from attending school near Cin- that Pennsylvania prides herself on.
thsir room just prior to the suicide.
The City of Saltillo is due out of cinnati.
Kentucky coal is bituminous, or of
the Tennessee river tomorrow en
Mr. and Mrs. Arel Peeples and the Mill variety, which is much Allen gave no intimation to Rob- =Ma
erts that he was onhappy and sought
route t o St. Louis.
•
child of Poplar -Bluff Mo., are visitt- cheaper.
to die.
.,The Peters Lee left Cincinnati ing relatives here.
The productisi, of coal in Kenpisterday and gets nerc Saturday en
M. Vernon J. Blow is here from tucky fast year showed a large inroute to nemphis.
"BLACK HAND" LETTER
Nashville.
crease over the amount mined the
The Georgia Lee is due up today
Mr. Harry Hollingsh'ead of Chi- year before.
bound for Cincinnati firom Mem- cago is in the city.
Kentucky's neighlon, West/ Vir- Received by President of the Comphis.
mercial Telegraphers' Union.
MT. Leslie
LeNaive of Obion. ginia, produced more coal last year
This morning at 8 o'clock the Tenn., is in the city on business.
than did Illnois, thus ta-king second
steamer Dick Fowler gets out for
York. June 5.—President
Miss Margaret Co'gsby of Louis- place among the coal producing 'New
Cairo and comes back tonight about ville arrived last night to visit Misses states. Pennsylvania
was Irst and Samuel J Small, of the Commer9 o'clock.
Ora 'Leigh and Caroline Evans.
Illinois third. Kentucky's,rank was cial Telegraphers' union of AmeriIf you know a good thing when you see it. you will find all this
ca, today received a "black hart'''.
Miss Florence Loeb will today re- ninth.
comeminication
from Washing ton
music worth double- the price we as k for it.
turn froni attending the college of
threatening him with death in the
music at Indianapolis, Jnd.
Southern Golf Championship.
Stoop for Spa
Me. Chester Thompson of the U. S.
Atlanta, Ga . June 5.—Gcilf players event of a great strike of the teleNEVER AGAIN no YOU GET 'THESE PIECES
For $5o000 you can within five
SUCH
days, buy five vaacnt lots or Four- amy corps is here visiting his par- from Louisville. Memphis. New ()r graphers against the Western Union
PRICE.
A
leans,
Birmingham
Savannah, saliently.
teenth street, which are worth boosso ents on Clark street
President Small smiled when he reMr. L. L. Lee and wife of Mem- Houston and numerous other cities
per lot. Call upon W. M. Oliver,
room '16 and tilt Fraternity build- phis arrive today to visit Mrs. Kate thronged the new Atlanta course to- ceived the communication, and said
Van Pelt of isihrth Ninth.
day at the opening of the sixth afi- he looked upon i• as the vvortit of
ing, or address,
ss Mrs. Burke Bowman of Fulton ar- nual championship tournament of some crank.
GEO. W. OLIVER
rived yesterday to visit friends. She the Southern Golf association. The
Las, Cruses, N. M.
was formerly Miss Susie Jorgen- magnificent course, the large and
At, Harbour's Dugartisent Store
son.
high-class entry list and the excell- EXAMINED REGARDING
JAPANESE
TROUBLE.
Please remember that we show as most desirable selection, of late
Miss Gerttrude Mourse of Benton ent programme of contests all comSan Fronded), Cal., June 5—United
florets and new music at cut prices.
• Budweiser, king of bottled beers, went home yesterday after visiting bine to give promise of the best States District Attorney Robert T
tournament ever held under the ausin family size cases of two dozen, here.
Devlin yesterday examined two more
Mrs. H. F. Leming will, retum.. pices of the association.
bottles to the case, dSlivered to any
regarding the trouble that
Japanese
Z-Jr.
•
part of thecity on short notice. An- today from Sesatle, Wash.. where she
led to the wreck:iv of a restaurant
winter.
spent
the
heuser-Busch Brewing Association
CAIRO, ILLINOIS.
on Folsom Street. No new evidence
Mrs. T. E. Hayden has arrived
J. H.
Branch; both phones 1 1 2
Sunday June 901—Knights of
was secured Unless more tesfmony
her
join
Rockca.stle,
from
to
Ky.,
•
Steffen, manager.
Columbus — round trip St.00. is offered today Mr. Devlin, will at
Dawhusband, when they then go to
Leaves Paducah 7:40 11. TM reonce 'end fo Washington his reportson to sojourn. Mr. Hayden travels
turning. leaves Cairo 11:30
m. regarding the matter.
for R. G. TEerrell.
ets
Mrs. Bettie Farrow of Princeton
is visiting her sister. Mrs. Wrn. Marble. of Kentecky ave 'use. .
Miss Manic Cobb returns next
week from spending the tinter in
New York with her brother, Irvin
Cobb.
„
Mr. John - L. -Jones and son of
Kuttawa are visiting Mr. Guy Jones.
Miss Sarah Sanders .of 'Murfreesboro, Tenn., is visiting Miss • Edna
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So Near to Every Young Mans Heart

The Clothing Store that tarries
THEUNION STORE CARD

323
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LEMIER
GRANO (10
DESBERGER'S

Williams Will Sell You a Bicycle
On Easy Payment&

Williams Bicycle

Co..

Sheet Music for Piano
At 2c, 3 1:3c and 10c a Copy

D.E

v.
Book db.
m Music Man

Subscribe For The Register,'

E. R. HOES

FOR THE BEST COAL ON THE MARKET

SOAP PASTE

Elegant for Shampooing
The Hair

PHONE 254

Mrs. Bud Dale. Misses Callie Lindsay and Elizabeth Smith leave today for Mammoth Cave. ,
Mr. J. E. Graham and daughter.
Mrs. - flryafit. retttrfied - yesteeday
from visiting in tflodgett, Ky.
Mloi. James Simpson of Barlow,
Ky., is Visiting Mrs. Henry }felineherger of ,Adams. street. •
Miss Mattic Sullivan of „Mayfield
is visiting Mrs. Arthur Sanderson.
Dr. John 'Settle has returned from
visiting in Madisonville. Icy.

25 cents Per Jar

J. D. BUN
Pharmacist

7fth'& Ja kson St

GENUINE
tRADEWATER

COA

West Kentucky Coal Co.
INC RPOIRATICEL

Office and Elevator 2nd & Ohio
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